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THE British government is at the present undergoing its
greatest test since Suez, for it is now struggling to retain

the world's respect over Rhodesia. It is faced with a racialist
rebellion which aims at establishing yet another white suprema-
cist government in Southern Africa. and which threatens to
precipitate a racial bloodbath there. If Mr. Wilson's government
tolerates this act of insurrection then the Africans will them-
selves rise in rebellion, convinced that violence is the only
solution to their problems. Britain claims to uphold the prin-
ciples of democratic government, free speech, justice, and racial
harmony. Now is the time to back up those principles with
action, for in Rhodesia they are being blatantly fiouted. Smith
must not be allowed to set UD a racialist police state or the
whole history of British rule in Africa will be seen as sheer
hypocrisy and deliberate exploitation of the black races by the
whites at all levels.

Nor can Britain hope to achieve her objective by anything
other than" positive" measures, however much Mr. Heath might
like us to think. The economic sanctions applied by Britain
and the rest of the world must not be a repetition of the fiasco
Of 1934, when the League of Nations exercised feeble sanctions
against Italy. They must be as stringent as possible and if
Portugal does reduce the effect of an oil embargo then this is
all the more reaSOn for making the commercial and fiscal
restrictions on the rebels as crippling as possible. Finally,
Britain should not hesitate to send in troops if law and order
in Rhodesia breaks down, the rebel government takes illegal
steps against the Governor-General, or Rhodesia infringes
Zambia's sovereignty (over the Kariba Dam). The British
government, especially the present one, which claims to be
Socialist, must break this racialist rebellion for the sake of
world peace, and for the sake of its own self-respect.

K. E. SCHIRN.
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SCHOOL OFFICIALS-AUTUMN TERM, 1965
CAPTAIN OF SCHOOL: J. L. STEPHENSON.
SCHOOL PREFECTS: D. J. BRADBURY, P. M. BEACOCK, I. H.

BERRESFORD, A. BREWER, R. J. CHAPPELL,!. C. CLARK, D. F.
DREWRY, D, M. FIELDSON, D. J. HOLME, A. E. JACKSON, N. G.
JARVIS, N. S. LORD, J. N. PETERS, J. L. PIMLOTT, K. E.
SCHIRN, R. STEPHENSON, J. Mc, TWIDLE.

CAPTAIN OF FOOTBALL: 1. C. CLARK.
VICE-CAPTAIN OF FOOTBALL: 1. H. BERRESFORD.
CAPTAIN OF HOCKEY: J. C. MILLWARD.

VICE-CAPTAIN OF HOCKEY: J, L. STEPHENSON.
CROSS-COUNTRY CLUB: M. JOHNSON (Captain), Mr. ADAMS.
BRIGGENSIAN: E. K. SCHIRN, D. J. BRADBURY, J. N. PETEES,

M. J. SEDGWICK, A. W. SQUIRE, C. R. NAJYLOR, Mr. E. B.
WATTS.

HOUSE CAPTAINS, MASTERS and FOOTBALL CAPTAINS:
Ancholme J, L. PIMLOTT, Dr. HENTHORN, J. HASTINGS.
Nelthorpe 1. H. BERRESFORD, Mr. MORRIS, 1. H.

BERRESFORD.
J. L. STEPHENSON, THE HEADMASTER, G. R.
PORTER.

Sheffield D. J. HOLME, Mr. PIMLOTT, T. BROOKES.
Yarborough 1. C. CLARK, Mr. JA,RVIS, I. C. CLARK.

SCHOOL FUND COMMITTEE: THE HEADMASTER, Mr. ATKIN,
Mr. JARVIS, J. L. STEPHENSON (Treasurer), P. M. BEACOCK
(Secretary).

LIBRARY: A. E. JACKSON, Dr. HENTHORN.
DEBATING SOCIETY: K. E. SOHIRN (Chairman), J. BUTTERWORTH

(Vice-Chairman), J. N. PETERS (Secretary), Mr. E. B. WATTS.

MUSIC SOCIETY: THE HEADMASTER (Chairman), Mr. W. WATTS
(Treasurer), Mr. MORRIS (Secretary).

CHESS CLUB: P. A. HUTCHINSON (Secretary).
FISHING CLUB: R. WEIGH'IMAN (Chairman), S. HAEDY (Secretary),

Mr. MORRIS.
DRAMATIC SOCIETY: J. L. PIMLOTT (Chairman), K. BEER

(Secretary), Mr. E. B. WAJITS.

MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY: N. DEW (Secretary), Mr. TURNER.
CAMERA CLUB: R. J. CHAPPELL (Secretary).
2nd BRIGG SCOUT TROOP: Mr. JARVIS.
ELECTRONICS CLUB: J. N. PETERS (Secretary).

'MODEL AERO CLUB: J. L. McIVER (Secretary), Mr. BEITTAIN.
NATIONAL HISTORY SOCIETY: D. J. HORSLEY (Secretary), Mr. D.

APPLEYARD.
ORNOTHOLOGICAL SOCIETY: M. J. PEARSON (Secretary).
HISTORICAL SOCIETY: K. E. SCHIRN (Secretary), Dr. HENTHORN.

S.C.M. ACTION GROUP: J. L. STEPHENSON (Chairman), D. G.
BRADBURY (Secretary).

MOUNTAINEERING- CLUB: D. J. HOLME (Secretary), Mr. ATKIN.

School
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School Notes

THREE new members of staff began with us this term: Mr. D.
Appleyard, teaching Biology, from a post in Malacca; Mr. R. H.
Tapper, teaching Mathematics and Physics, from a post in
Bulgaria, and M. Aresu, as French Assistant, with us for a year.
It is good to have a widening of our horizons such as they bring
to us from their experience overseas, and we hope they will find
their time here profitable and enjoyable.

As all wlll know, Mr. H. Pimlott leaves us at the end of the
term; one more of these plllars of the Staff Room who have made
Brlgg Grammar School a name respected far beyond the
boundaries of North Lincolnshire. There is a fuller reference
elsewhere, and in this place let it merely be said that no school
could have had a master setting a finer example and lead in all
aspects of its life, and pre-eminently in developing continuously
a major academic department.

Old Boys in particular, although Mr. Pratt stlll continues
to teach with us part-time, wlll be concerned to hear of the
lllness of Mrs. Pratt, and would certainly wish this journal to
convey sympathy and well-wishes.

Speech Day is separately reported on and there have been
few other major occasions this term. The writer could, however,
wish to single out two boys for specific congratulations: D. G.
Bradbury on a fine and effective speech in the Poirier Cup Debate
against John Leggott Grammar School, despite which we
narrowly lost, and J. C. Mlllward on appointment as Captain of
the Lincolnshire Schools Hockey XI while stlllin the 'Lower VIth.

One more hutted classroom is being slowly assembled in our
midst and unless the staff wlll walk to school, or the Headmaster
gIve up his shrubbery, or the boys permanently desist from
certain physical activities which endanger windows, this wlll be
the last for which we shall have room. Nevertheless it is welcome,
although delayed; it would have been even longer delayed if an
Old Briggensian in high places had not cut some red tape with
decisive celerity.

These notes end with a reference to the Governors who
deserve better than the complete aura of silence they normally
receive. They include very many with close connections with
the school and others who have served the school well and loyally
for many years. The writer would particularly thank Colonel
Nelthorpe for the care he takes to be informed of our affairs,
for his wisdom in considering them and for his readiness to look
on this as "his" school.
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FUTURE DATES
Spring Term begins Tuesday, 4th January.

School PLay: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 24th, 25th
and 26th January.

Music Society Concert: Thursday, 27th January.

Boarders' Week-end: Saturday, 29th January.

Examinations (UV and VI): Thursday, 10th February, to
Wednesday, 16th February (full day).

Music Society Concert: Wednesday, 16th February.

Half Term: 19th, 21st and 22nd February.

Music Society Concert: Thursday, 3rd March.

Use of English Examination: Friday, 11th March.

Boarders' Week-end: Saturday, 12th March.
End of Spring Term: Friday, 1st April.

Summer Term begins Tuesday, 26th April.
Sports Day: Saturday, 21st May.

Half Term: 28th, 30th and 31st May.

G.C.E. Examinations: 8th June to 1st July.

Boarders' Week-end: ,Saturday, 25th June.
Summer Term ends Friday, 22nd July.

Mr. H. PIMLOTT
IT is a blow to the SChool, though, at the same time, an honour,
than Mr. Pimlott should be leaving at the end of. this term to
take up the post of Scientific Adviser to the Lindsey Education
Committee. The County could have no better man for the job,
but the School, while offering its most sincere congratulations
on the new appointment, must regret the loss of so valuable
a man.

Mr. Pimlott came to this School in 1930 as Junior Science
Master,. teaching both Physics and Chemistry. His interest, how-
ever, lay mainly in Physics, and it is in the teaching of this
subject that he has spent most of his scholastic Ufe, for most
of the period since the war as Senior Science Master. His
academic work, based on sound learning and a freshness of out-
look which has kept him up to date with new developments in
his subject, has well continued the high standard set by his
predecessor, W. E. Thumwood. The fine quality of the Physics
teaching at Brigg Grammar School is recognised and acclaimed
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far beyond our own locality, and this is largely because Mr.
Pimlott has to a high degree the coveted gift of the teacher-the
ab1l1ty to inspire as well as to instruct, always demanding, and
securing, the highest standards of work and behaviour. No one
has more effectively seen, and helped to overcome, the difficulties
of boys- and there is no doubt that Physics is not an easy
subject. Those to whom the subject has presented difficulties
have always been able to obtain from Mr. Pimlott the aid they
needed. But for all, the gifted as well as the struggling, there
has been always the helping hand. Hours and times of work
have never meant much to him. For years his voluntary
Wednesday afternoon class has been running, and it is now
taken for granted by those who attend it. Long before lab.
assistants existed-at any rate for the smaller schools-Mr.
Pimlott spent hours of his own time preparing the lab. for the
next day's work.

When he first came to Brigg he was in School House under
the late Mr. Shute, and then, when the Headmaster once more
moved into School House in 1932, under Mr. Daughton. He was
soon joined by the late Mr. Richards and the two contributed
largely to making School House the happy place it was in the
1930's. It was a smaller community then than it has since
become, but for that reason more of a family affair. But the
things that are needed always by resident housemasters-the
ability to share the interests of boys of varying ages, with a
genuine desire to do so, sympathy, patience-Mr. Pimlott had
abundantly. And he had too the unruffled exterior which helps
and impresses. He has never seemed to be faced by a situation
which dismayed him or threatened to get out of control. It is a
desirable attribute.

The war took him away from Brigg. The Army could not
afford to leave unharnessed the scientific training and ab1l1ties
of such a man, and he was first subjected to further scientific
instruction in England and then sent out to Washington. After
the war he returned with the rank of Major. He came back to
Brigg but no longer as resident Housemaster: he had married
during the war and now settled down in his own house in Brigg.
But School House's loss was Sheffield House's gain. He became
Housemaster of Sheffield in the summer of 1951, having, as the
Sheffield House-captain noted in the Magazine, "a very success-
ful first term." That success has continued, and Mr. Pimlott has
contributed throughout his wise guidance.

He has never been merely a teacher. In the early years he
was one of the younger members of the Staff who turned out
twice a week to play in senior football practices. He has been
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involved in various activities: Scientific Society, Electronics
Society, Gramophone Society, Music Society, at different times.
He has made contacts with the outside world particularly with
that of industry, by arranging visits to the School by specialists
and by creating opportunities for boys to observe industrial
processes of many kinds at first hand. He has been a school-
master in the fullest sense. And he has been the best of
colleagues, the trusted friend of young and old. We wish him and
Mrs. Pimlott the happiest of times in their new life.

SALVETE

ilIA:
BALA, Z. L.; BARWOOD, C.; CASEY, M. D.; CROWSTON,
M. G.; DALE, S. R.; DANNATT, C. P.; DAVIS, B. P. G.;'
GEORGE, R.; GOLLAND, N. M.; GOOD, W. N.; HARDAKER,
D.; HARRIS, S. J.; HOULDSWORTH, M. ; LAWRENCE, D. J.;
McCOURT, M. J. V.; MITCHELL, P. R.; MORGAN, R. D.;
O'CONNOR, J.; PEART, A. J.; PRICE, A. J.; REILLY, P. M.;
ROWSON, J. D.; SOADY, J. G.; SPRING, J. J.; SPRING,
T. D. M.; THOMPSON, R. C. E.; VAN DEN BOS, C. S.; WELLS,
T. J.; WILLEY, D. M.

ilIa:
BOOTH, D. M.; BRADBURN, S. J.; BRIGGS, P. J.;
BRUMPTON, K.; CHARLESWORTH, R. J.; CLARK, J. A.;
CROUCH, N.; DAY, R. 0.; EDGELL, P.; FOX, N. S.; FOX,
S. M.; GILL, V. F. J.; HARTY, M. P.; HORWICH, J. D.;
LEANING, J.; LILLEY, S.; NEISH, R. M.; PARISH, J. W.;
PITTAWAY, D. W.; PIXSLEY, G. J.; PLUMTREE, N.;
POLLARD, D. W.; RICHARDSON, T. P.; SKELTON, S. W.;
SMITH, A.; WABY, S. M.; WHITING, M. D.; WILLIAMS, M.

LIVA:
CHIVERS, F. M

UVB:
GOLLAND, J. P.; HAITH, D.

LVI:
WRIGHT, S. S.
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VALETE

UVI:

ALLCOCK, J. D. Queen Elizabeth College, London
(Nutritional Science).

ASHTON, J. M. Cardiff University (English).
BARTON, J. R. Standard-Triumph, Coventry.
BREWER, D. Emmanuel College, Cambridge (Geography).
BULLEYMENT, J. R. St. John's Training College, York.
BURGESS, J. N. Peterhouse, Cambridge (Engineering).
CHAPMAN, R. H. Ealing Technical College (Appleby-

Frodingham Business Studies).
CLARE, A. C. West London College of Commerce.
COLEY, J. W. Leicester Art College.
COWLING, M. J. Leicester C.A.T.
COX, J. E. Brasenose College, Oxford (Law).
DOD, R. A. Sheffield Technical College.
DRAPER, M. R.A.F. Short Service Commission.
EAST, R. S. Leeds University (Fuel Technology).
FOREMAN, M. R. Nottingham University (Law).
FULLER, A. R. Appleby-Frodingham, Commercial Apprentice.
GILBY, S. R. Lincoln Art College.
GLOYN, P. G. Leeds University (Chemical Engineering).
GRAHAM, N. C. City of Oxford Art College.
HEWSON, M. C. Newcastle University (Chemical

Engineering) .
HUTCHINSON, N. A. Manchester University (Maths).
KEELING, A. L. Lancaster University (Sociology).
MARKHAM, M. W. Battersea C.A.T. (Chemical Engineering).
MILLER, A. York University (Maths/Philosophy).
MORRISEY, R. Student Apprentice Electrical Engineer

(E.M.I.) .
MURRAY, A. D. Bata Technical College.
NEALE, A. H. Coventry Technical College.
NEWSTEAD, S. E. King's College, London (French).
PALMER, K. Appleby-Frodingham, Technician Apprentice.
PARKER, T. J. Manchester Art College.
PARKINSON, G. R. University of East Anglia (Sociology).
PAYNTER, H. Durham University.
PEARSON, M. Pembroke College, Cambridge (Engineering).
PLUMTREE, C. Newcastle Univesity (Civil Engineering).
RICHARDSON, J. A. Sheffield University (Chemistry).
SEAWORD, P. J. Transport, Trainee, H. Wood Ltd.
SEVILLE, A. P. Hull University (German).
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SIMS, D. Newcastle University (Dentistry).
THOMPSON, P. J. Chester Training College.
WILLIAMSON, R. St. John's Training College, York.

LVI:

AELBERRY, S. Appleby-Frodingham, Laboratory Assistant.
DISNEY, G. R. Army Pay Corps.
GOOD, D. J. Banking.
TINDLE, R. J. Merchant Navy (Hull Technical College).

Remove
COLIN, P. G. Estate Agency, H. Spencer Ltd.
COWAN, P. J. Apprentice Artificer, Royal Navy.
DRURY, D. J. Farming.
FRANCIS, P. M. Estate Agency, Family Business.
LEWIS, R. L. Lindsey Technical College.
MARRIS, D. G. Lindsey C.C. Surveyor's Department.
MAYCOCK, J. C. Appleby-Frodingham, Metallurgy Trainee.
NIEMAN, C. E. J. Family Business (Garage).
ROBINSON, P. S. U.S. Structural Co., Apprentice Draughts-

man.

UV:

BURNETT, K. R. Tighe's, Kirton Lindsey.
COOK, B .W. Farming, Cay thorpe Agricultural College.
COOPER, C. R. U.S. Structural Co., Apprentice Draughtsman.
CRAWSHAW, A. G. T.V. Rental Dept., Lincoln.
FROST, B. Appleby-Frodingham, Clerical Trainee.
HAMMOND, P. S. Lindsey C.C. Clerical Department.
JENNINGS, M. J. Appleby-Frodingham, Fitter/Turner.
KITCHEN, B. W. Lysaghts, Clerical.
MAWER, A. D. Apprentice Artificer, Royal Navy.
PALFREE, M. J. Local Government.
REID. J. M. Clugston Ltd., Tl'Iainee Estimator.
ROBINSON, T. R.T.B., Electrical Apprentice.
SCHOLEY. T. L. R.T B., Clerical.
SEAWORD, R. W. Merchant Navy, Radio Operator.
SMITH, C.J. Appleby-Frodingham, Electrical Apprentice.
TAYLOR, G. J. Appleby-Frodingham.
WARCUP, S. Appleby-Frodingham, Clerical Apprentice.
WILLS. A. V. Lincoln Public Health Department, Laboratory

Assistant.
WILMOT, D. Apprentice Technician, R.A.F.

LV:

BOWNESS, R. Lincoln City School.
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Brigg Grammar School and Brigg

Girls High School

- present --

IIEN.RY v
by

William Shakespeare

on

24th~ 25th~ 26th January

at 7-15 p.m.

at the Grammar School

Tickets: Adult 4/- Child 2/-
obtainable from any pupil or the schools

All Seats Bookable



Speech Day

School Song Fortitudine Bryant

Choir and Orchestra ... The New Commonwealth ......
Vaughan Williams

Choir Non Nobis Domine Quilter

Lt.-Col. R. S. Nelthorpe, M.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P.,

Chairman of the Governors.

Headmaster's Report.

Prize Distribution and Address:

G. V. Cooke, Esq., M.A.,
Director of Education for Lindsey.

Vote of Thanks:

Lieutenant-Commander G. W. Wells, D.L.,
High Sheriff of the County of Lincolnshire.

Seconded by J. L. Stephenson, Head Prefect.

Having welcomed the principal guest, Mr. G. V. Cooke,
Director of Education, the Chairman referred to the
re-organisation of secondary education and stated that the main
concern of the Governors in this matter was to maintain the
long tradition and high standards of the school while at the
same time developing in such a way as to provide what would be
best for the area as a whole. When he had congratulated the
Headmaster and Staff on the achievements of the past year, he
reminded the school that the Governors awarded Travel Scholar-
ships. Three boys had recently been assisted in a Geographical
Excursion to Norway. .
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The Headmaster began his report by saying how delighted
he was that the Director of Education had been able to accept
his invitation to Speech Day and wished him a happy and
successful tenure of office.

In summarising the academic achievements of the year, the
Headmaster reported that the results at Ordinary Level had
been above average while those at Advanced Level had been a
little disappointing. The usuai number of passes had been
obtained but the grades had been lower than in the past three
years. Nevertheless twenty boys had gone on to Universities,
including four to Oxford and Cambridge, and thirty-five had
gone on to further full-time education. This meant that half
of the entrants at eleven plus were continuing their formal
education until at least the age of twenty-one. Old Boys at
Universities usually did very well and two had gained First Class
degrees at Oxford during the year.

The Headmaster continued that it had been a good year for
sport, with the school winning the Lincolnshire Grammar Schools
Senior Cross Country Cup and the Senior Athletics Cup. The
junior long distance runners had also had innumerabie successes.
Five boys had represented the County at Football and two at
Hockey, while East had been seiected as reserve for the England
Xl. Golf and sailing were soon to be added to the outdoor
activities for the senior boys. The County had offered £ 100
towards a sailing dinghy provided the school raised a further
£100; this the school intended to do.

The school had won the Poirier Debating Cup for the third
year in succession and there had been a successful joint
production with the High School of Shaw's" Caesar and
Cleopatra." The Headmaster also commended the production of
Pinter's" The Caretaker" by a group of boys from the Lower
Sixth. This had been an example of the best kind of private
enterprise and it was unfortunate that more people had not been
given the opportunity to be present.

Mr. Morris had once again taken a party of boys, together
with giris from the High School, to Paris. On behalf of the school
the Headmaster thanked Mr. Morris for these valuable and
enjoyable visits which he had organised so well and for so many
years. The Headmaster also commented on the strong link that
was being forged between the school and the Gymnasium at
Pirmasens, mainly through Mr. Barker, and announced that it
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was hoped that the link would soon be extended to other schools
in Brigg and Pirmasens.

In congratulating Mr. Pimlott on his appointment as Adviser
in Science to the Director, and referring with gratitude to his
long and distinguished contribution to the school, the Head-
master wondered if he ought not rather to be congratulating the
Director on his prescience in appointing Mr. Pimlott.

The Headmaster then reported that the Heads of Secondary
Schools in Brigg were engaged in what he felt to be the invidious
task of recommending which of the methods of re-organising the
schools declared acceptable by the Minister of Education would
be the most practicable and suitable for Brigg. While the Heads
of the schools were given this opportunity to influence events
in some degree the staffs were less fortunate. Some had been
associated with their schools for many years, others had devoted
their lives to one school. For this reason the Headmaster felt
that on this occasion the staff deserved not only gratitude for
their efforts but sympathy in their predicament.

In conclusion the Headmaster stated that although the
schools had been given little time to choose between the seven
recommended varieties of comprehension, the Brigg schools had
an advantage in that they had got to know each other very well
through discussions over the past few years. They were also
fortunate in having the sympathy, support and advice of the
Primary Schools. The task of re-organisation was a formidable
one and no solution could hope to be successful unless it was
remembered that there was only one thing with which
fundamentally the Heads were concerned: the welfare of all the
children of the area.

Mr. G. V. Cooke, Director of Education, began by saying that
he wanted to talk about one word: excellence. We lived in an
egalitarian affluent society, a fact to be welcomed not bewailed,
but it was important to recognise the dangers of this. The
emphasis on sameness tended to obscure the need to excel.
Society depended on the differences between individuals and it
was essentia.l that everyone had this opportunity to excel, to beat
the other man. We had to accept the fact that we did not all
have the same gifts but it was necessary for personal fulfilment
for everyone to do something better than other people and to do
everything to the best of his ability. Mr. Cooke concluded by
reminding his audience that they were all gifted in some way
and that much was required of him to whom much was given.
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PRIZE LIST

Dr. Edwards Service Cup: P. J. Thompson.
Baker Sociological Essay: J. E. Cox.
King Reading Prizes-Senior: A. J. Keeling; Junior: J. D. Fox.

Advanced Level Prizes:
Art: T. Parker.
Technical Drawing: M. Cowling.
The Spilman English and The Sergeant History: J. E. Cox.
The Urry Geography: R. Williamson.
The Old Briggensian Mathematics: N. A. Hutchinson.
The Old Briggensian Physics: A. Miller.
The Old Briggensian Chemistry: J. A. Richardson.
The Wilson French and The Bains Latin: S. E. Newstead.
The Clark German: A. P. Seville.
The Thumwood Field Biology: A. H. Neale.
The Nelthorpe Woodwork: J. R. Bulleyment.
Other Distinguished Results: J. Coley and M. R. Foreman.

Ordinary Level Prizes:
The Disney Prize: 1. W. Hutchinson.
Mathematics and Latin: 1. W. Hutchinson.
English: C. R. Naylor.
History: M. Drury.
Physics: H. L. Worth.
Chemistry: 1. M. Middleton.
Biology: A. M. Lawrie.
Geography: J. R. A. Cooper.
French: M. Sedgwick.
German: T. H. Brookes.
Other Distinguished Results: N. W. Bond, J. A. Broome,

K. R. Brown, B. P. Clayton, M. Johnson, W. R. Porter,
D. W. Sergeant, A. W. Squire, R. Towler, R. P. Ward.

Form Prizes:
LVI Maths. and Science: J. L. Stephenson.
LVI Modern Studies: K. E. Schirn.
Remove: P. S. Robinson.
LVA: R. Tuley.
LVB: J. Parker.
UIVL: M. K. Havercroft and D. T. Horsley.
UIVG: D. G. Atton.
LIVA: S. C. Baggott.
LIV Alpha: R. A. Ray.
IlIA: P. C. Adams.
III Alpha: G. R. Johnson.
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House Notes

ANCHOLME
OVER the last four years there has been a great improvement
in the attitude towards games and the general spirit of the
House, and I welcome all new boys, hoping that they will feel
some pride in being members of Ancholme. Football, the prin-
ciple sport of the season, has opened badly for the House, but
our football captain, John Hastings, has much confidence in the
abilities of the teams. To quote him: "The football team has
had a bad start to this season, being defeated 7-0 by Yarborougih.
The team played well against superior opposition and only good
work by the defence kept the score down. The Juniors also lost
to Yarborough by 2-1, but could have easily been the victors if
they had shot more frequently. Both teams showed plenty of
potential and should go far in their three remaining games next
term". I agree, and on behalf of the House, wish them luck.
Little remains to be said, except to congratulate John Potts on
his position in the County Hockey Team, and Dodds, Hastings,
Browne, Havercroft, Evans, McCall and Jones on their running
performances up to now this year, and hope that all will find
the success they deserve. I. PIMLOTT.

NEL THORPE
FIRSTLY, we would like to welcome all new members to our
House, hoping that they will get into the run of things quickly,
and keep up the good standards that Nelthorpe House has
achieved in recent years.

This term has been taken up mainly by football, but up to
press we have played only one House match. Against Sheffield
House, we suffered mixed fortunes, the Juniors losing 5-1 after
t:1king an early lead, whilst the Seniors, thanks mainly to Cann,
who scored four goals, deservedly won 5-2 in atrocious conditions.
We are well represented in the School football teams: Berresford
and S. M. Wilson in the FIrst XI, the former being vice-captain;
Johnson, Cann, Taylor, J. R., Chudley and Drewry in the
Second XI; Millward, Taylor and Harty in the U.14's, and
Pixley in the U.12's. Also we should like to congratulate M.
Johnson on his being appointed Captain of the Cross-Country
Team.

Although we are mainly concerned with our sporting
achievements, we would like to mention academic successes
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reached by Sargeant, Worth, Johnson and Brown, K. R., who
all obtained outstanding results in G.C.E. "0" levels.

Next term we turn to the most" popular" sport of the
School year, namely cross-country, and of course we have our
House football matches to finish. With a bit of fortune, we
hope to do well at both, giving Us a firm foundation for
regaining the Cock House Cup. J. BERRESFORD,

D. T. DREWRY.

SCHOOL
SELDOM has the House seen such changes in its occupants as
have taken place this last term. Nine have left from the top
of the House after their "A" level examinations and Tindle left
from the L.IV together with Wills from the U.V. I should like
to wish all these the very best of luck in the future. Such an
exodus does make way, however, for new members to our ranks.
Therefore we welcome to the House Clive Naylor and ten new
first years-Barwood, Casey, Crouch, N., Fox, George, Golland,
Mitchell, Neish, Plumtree and van den Bos. These have all
sett:ed in very quickly and are already contributing to various
activities with a wide range of sporting and musical talents.
Another musician and badminton player quietly to have appeared
an the scene is Mr. Appleyard who replaces Mr. Roberts. His
inspiration has led to a renewed interest in both these fields
especially in the lower section of the House. We hope his stay
will be a long and pleasant one and we would extend this wish
to Mr. Milson also, who has taken up an appointment as
gardener.

This term has seen considerable activity all round. Several
of the older boys are rehearsing for the School play to be
produced early next term while the younger boys are busy
scripting their dormitory plays which are being revived after
a lapse of two years. This year, however, we are hoping Mr.
Walker and Mr. Appleyard might also take part with a short
song recital.

Our sporting talents for the coming year have yet to be
seen at their best, but although it is doubtful whether we shall
have any outE;tandlng sportsmen this year we may be confident
of holding our own in the Inter-House Competition. One
achievement not recorded last term was the retaining of the
Swimming Cup once again. This year we have in our football
team four players who have represented Senior sides and all
but three of OUr Juniors have experience of School matches.
One might wonder (no doubt ShefIs will) how in the face of all
this we managed to lose both our matches to Sheffield House.
This is, I am sure, no pl'ec:;dent for the future. We have also
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four representatives at present playing for the School hockey
team.

Therefore, let me conclude by saying that there is a lot of
potential in the House of both a sporting and non-sporting
nature. However, if we are to prove this fact to the other,
larger Houses, then everybody must take his part with a
maximum effort. J. L. STEPHENSON.

SHEFFIELD
THIS is a testi,ng year for Sheffield House. For several years
now, numbers have been declining, and are now at their lowest
ever level, forty-four boys out of a School total of 350 (about
12~% for the statistically minded), and this number has only
been attained by the absorption of new boys from Broughton.
Seven out of nine Sheffield first years come from Broughton.
These small numbers should not deter us. Smallness in numbers
is no criterion of a House's stature; this can only be assessed
by its prowess in all Schaal activitie3, academic, sporting and
social.

The great lesson which Sheffs must learn, at least on the
sports field, is that because of our small size, we must act as a
team and not exist as individuals. In the past, there has been
a regrett'a.ble tendency for many members to ignore sport, and
leave it to the few who excelled in it to gain honours for the
House. This is impossible this year. Small numbers mean that
individual standards are worth several points, and one Sheff
standard may be equivalent to, say, three Nelthorpe standards.

So far this year we have held our own in sport. House
matches have been played against School and Nelthorpe. The
Juniors won both their matches and the Seniors beat School
but lost to Nelthorpe. The real test comes next term in cross-
country. In recent years, there has been a notable lack of
enthusiasm for this sport from members of the House. This
may be understandable, but the result of the race counts in
the Cock House competition, and if the House is to be in the
running for this, everyone must take an energetic part in cross-
country. It does not matter if you are not a good cross-country
runner. This year standards rather than place points are going
to be important, and we must get as many Of these as we can.

The House has no reason to be ashamed of the part it plays
in School life. Many members playa prominent part in the
various School sports teams, and many of the social societies
are ably supported, and in many cases organised by Sheffs.

Far more serious for the House than any worry over numbers
or sporting prowess is the loss of Mr. Pimlott as House Master.
He joined the staff in 1930, and has been here ever since, except
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for three years' absence during the war. He was an institution.
The School will indeed be fortunate if it !$ets another master
of his calibre. He knew his Physics like the back of his hand,
and more im1=ortant, he could teach it as no-one else could.
He always kept abreast of current trends in Physics teaching,
blAt unfortunately the Department never seemed to have the
money to buy the new equipment, and many a lesson has been
enlivened by tales of how some Heath Robinson looking apparatus
was made in the Woodwork Shop.

No House could have wished for a more helpful and con-
scientious House Master. Whatever the weather, h~ invariably
turned out to support Sheffteld teams, and gave up much of
his free time to travel wIth School teams. He was always ready
to support his House Prefects, and always had sound advice if
there were any difficulties in running the House.

Mr. Pimlott leaves us at a time when most exciting advances
are being made in the teaching of science. With his experience
:md ability he will rightly be in the forefront of these develop-
ments as Schools' Science Adviser to the County. We are
extremely sorry to lose him, but wish him the success and
happiness in his new job that he has helped so many to achieve
throughout his years at Brigg.

YARBOROUGH
THIS year the numbers of firs" year boys entering the House
have been reduced, because Of the demands of the depleted
ranks of Sheffield. However, there seems to be no ill-effects at
the moment, and I hope that the new boys will keep up the
reputation which has been achieved in the past three years.

The prominent activity of the term is football and it seems
that the House Cup will not be lost without a fight. Only one
match has been played, against Ancholme, with the Seniors
8-nnihilating the opposition 7-0, Clark scoring six goals. The
Juniors managed to scramble home 2-1, to keep the hopes alive.

Many members of the House have represented School football
XI's-Clark, Day, Spencer, Traves, Stephenson, G. T., in the
1st XI; Beacock, Stephenson, R., Brewer, Clayton in the 2nd.
Therefore our chances in football seem quite promising.

Next term the cross-country season begins, and it is within
our grasp to better the 3rd position we achieved last yeHr. I
hope that the usual enthusiasm (?) will be shown, and that
another Cup will be won.

The spirIt in the House at the moment is such that the
Cock House Cup will surely be retained. It is within the boys'
capabilities to do this, and I hope that they will not let the
House down. I. CLARK.
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Sport

FOOTBALL

THE results of the games played so far stand as evidence of the
School's unhappy record. For the first time for many years not
one victory was achieved before half term. Yet the team is not
a bad one; the skill is there, but we have been unable to "click
into gear," mainly because of the lack of someone to score goals.
Perhaps our fortunes will change now that we have won a game.
This is the opinion of Mr. Longden, who has given unceasing
help and devoted time out of school hours to try to improve our
performances.

September 18th v. Scunthorpe G.S. Away.
School were 3-1 down at half-time because of several

defensive lapses. However School fought back to level the score
before conceding a fourth goal. An eleventh hour penalty taken
by Clark earned School a draw.

Result: Dl'Iawn 4-4 (Berresford, Brookes, Day, Clark),

September 22nd v. Old Briggensians. Home.
Facing strong opposition School were 2-0 down at the turn.

Increased School pressure resulted in Spencer reducing the lee-
way, but the opposition managed to hold out.

Result: Lost 1-2 (Spencer).

September 25th v. Frederick Gough G.S. Away.
School wasted many chances and gave three goals away by

defensive errors. The forwards still managed to score four goals
to force a draw.

Result: Drawn 4-4 (Porter 3, BerresfordL

October 2nd v. Wintringham G.S. Away.
School faced a strong wind in the first half and managed to

keep the score 0-0 at half-time. However the defence, which had
been under constant pressure, gave way and conceded five goals.

Result: Lost 0-5.

October 9th v. John Leggott G.S. Home.
Facing one of the strongest 1st Xl's in the county, School

outplayed 'the opposition but failed to score. The defence played
well but was unlucky.

Result: Lost 0-2.
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Ol(tober 23rd v. Havelock School. Home.

The School conceded a goal early in the game but Spencer
equalised from a narrow angle. Just as the School was getting
on top a break away gave the opposition a second goal. The
game then deteriorated and Havelock increased their lead.

Result: Lost 1-3 (Spencer).

November 10th v. Lincoln School. Home.

School scored first when Day brilliantly ran down the wing'
to send the 'keeper the wrong way. However increased pressure
on the defence resulted in three goals being scored.

Result: Lost 1-3 (Day).

November 13th v. Clee G.S. Home.
School gave an improved performance despite heavy ground

conditions. Rounce ran through to give School the lead. School
continued to press, but Clee equalised from a cross from the left
wing.

Result: Drawn 1-1 (Rounce).

November 20th v. Sleaford G.S. Home.

In very bad conditions it took both teams a long time to
settle down to some good football. School were first to score
through Brookes, but by half-time Sleaford had netted twice.
In the second half, however, School got on top and Spencer
equalised. Porter and Day added further goals to give School its
first victory.

Result: Won 4-2 (Brookes, Spencer, Porter, Day).

T. CLARK.

OTHER FOOTBALL RESULTS

Date Opponents 2nd
Sept. 18-Scunthorpe G.S. 0-7
Sept. 25-Frederick Gough G.S.
Sept. 25-Caistor G.S. 1-1
Oct. 2-Wintringham G.S. 2-6
Oct. 9-John Leggott G.S. 1-5
Oct. 16-Hereford Camp. ........
Oct. 23-Havelock School 5-2
Nov. 10-Lincoln School 2-3
Nov. 13-Clee G.S. 6-2

'" Under-13.

3rd
1-6
1-5

U-15 U-14 U-12
1-12
2-6
1-7
0-12 0-8

1-6 *2-0
2-5
1-6
0-7
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HOCKEY
THE start of the new season has seen few changes in the team
but Couch, Chappell and Weightman have now joined the team:
particular promise had been shown by the latter.

We started the season well by defeating a Frederick Gough
team 1-0, but then we went down 3-0 to Keadby Power Station
in one of the most enthusiastic games we have had against this
side. In a later game against Keadby we were defeated 4-1.

On October 8th we played the traditional match with the
Girls' High School. We won 5-0, but the girls have sworn to take
revenge.

Next was the match against Appleby-Frodingham.
Unfortunately, however, all of the opposition did not turn up,
but after a quick exchange of players the game got under way,
and the School team won 3-1.

Since then we have played Grimsby British Railways and
Lincoln School, losing 2-1 and winning 3-0, respectively.

On October 17th five members of the team attended a County
Trial. After a subsequent trial, Millward and Potts were picked
for the team and Clare was chosen as reS8rve. Millward was
chosen to captain the side in the first game, during the absence
of the original captain. Credit is also due to Sass and Squire
who both played well in the trials.

Our thanks once again to Mr. Barker for his unending support
and patience. We also thank him for acquiring for the hockey
club a few old cricket nets which are now being used as goal nets.

The team is now looking forward to meeting the Old Boys in
January, also Normanby Park and R.T.B. Redbourne. But the
team is particularly looking foward to the clash with Brigg II.

BASKETBALL
THE league matches began after half-term and this season we
have two teams, an Under 16 and an Under 15, entered in their
respective leagues. Each team is able to call on eight or nine
players which gives everyone a good chance of competitive play.
The league organisers have this year arranged that there should
be two groups per league with play-offs for championship
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honours. This gives each team about eight games. The Under 15
side show that they are capable of being a good team. They
have skill, strength and height and if they can develop their
shooting abllity, they should do well. The Under 16 team are
keen and enthusiastic but a lack of skill makes them prone to
panic and wild play. They do seem to get plenty of enjoyment
out of the game, however, and surely this is why we play.

I have been pleased that last year's Under 16 team, some
of whom have left school, have also been able to play basketball.
We have made connectIons with two interested groups in Scun-
thorpe and have turned out a team on several evening occasions.
They have not been particularly successful but they have always
come back asking for more-a very good sign! I hope that other
ex-league players will bodger me next year to arrange fixtures
for them; it is time-consuming but worth it.

We will be upset once again by the stage taking the gym for
the weeks immediately before and after the Christmas holidays.
There seems to be no solution to this problem; let us hope it does
not rob us for the chance of championship honours for the
Under 15's, or is this too high a hope? J.E.M.

CROSS-COUNTRY

RACEWISE the club has been dormant. The boys' team ran in
the Longwood Harriers one mile team race in September, finishing
equal first thanks to creditable performances by Jones and
Eldridge.

So far we have enjoyed two training courses this term, one
at Mablethorpe, the other at Eastbourne. Mr. Adams arranged
these as perfectly as usual, even inducing his long-suffering
mother to cook lunch for us at the Eastbourne course.

Weight training has now become a regular feature of our
work although people who came" just for fun" were soon
disillusioned. Members of the Sixth Form make regular perilous
journeys to Caistor in order to make use of the hills.

We also take every opportunity to use the fine new cinder
track at Quibell Park, Scunthorpe, and this has become one of
the best attended training sessions.

Later on this term we have races at Sale, Grimsby and
Grantham. At the Grimsby meeting we hope to retain the
trophy which has been held for the last two years.
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Finally, I would like to thank all the parents who have
driven us around the country and without whose help we, as a
club, would cease to function. M. JOHNSON.

CROSS-COUNTRY CLUB TRAINING WEEK

DURING half-term six members of the Cross-country Club went
to Eastbourne for a week's training. During the week we lodged
at Hanburies Hotel where we had breakfast and dinner. Lunch
was eaten at Mr. Adams senior's house despite many interruptions
from an energetic young niece and we are very grateful to them
for allowing us to use their house.

Training followed some sort of pattern and for those who
survived the week the sessions. were Paurlaufs, Fartlek, Hill
Climbing, with members of Eastbourne College, Diagonal Speed
Work,Circuit Training, and a nine-mile Orienteering run (or
eleven miles if one lost the way), Interval Quarters, and Weight
Training.

The evenings were spent in a leisurely fashion, one night
we went to Brighton to hear John Le Masurier lecture to the
members of Brighton and Hove A.C., one in Lewes, one at a
concert, and one evening watching Sportsview on the" tele " after
seeing unidentifiable creatures and a few beautiful flowers.

I would like finally to thank Mr. Adams for the time and
energy spent on arranging the trip and making it an enjoyable
holiday (! ! !) for us. K. C. J. WHALL.

MABLETHORPE TRAINING WEEK

THE party of thirteen lived in two caravans on the Golden Sands
Caravan Park. In the party were three guests: Steven Hollings
(an international steeplechaser), Robin Stones (a County cross-
country runner) and Colin Walton. The rest were members of
the School.

We set off from Brigg on September 4th. Having arrived at
the site, we sorted out the beds. The occupants of the caravans
had been arranged beforehand. The trouble was that there were
seven in our six-berth caravan and after the first night I slept
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on a camp bed because of the earwigs in the bunks. Mr. Adams
said it was my imagination but I'm sure it wasn't.

The following day was Sunday (Visitors' Day) and parents
who wished to visit us could do so. Mr. Paish, the northern coach,
also came and while with us he took some cine film of our
training.

Each day started with prog; this consisted of cereals, raisins
and a cup of tea. After a brief rest (which I usually spent
helping Mr. Adams with the shopping) there was the morning
training session, mostly on the sand hills. A cooked breakfast
followed and then we had a reading period or tried to solve the
morning newspaper crosswords. Two further training sessions
followed before lunch. The first of these on most days was a
game on the beach, although twice we went to a school
gymnasium for circuit training. The afternoon session was
usually a long one, often on a track we had marked out on the
soft sand. At 5-45 we had dinner at the EI Patio restaurant and
afterwards we were free until 8-30; at this time we could go for
a swim if we wanted but it was rather cool at that time of night.
There was supposed to be collation at 9-45 and bed at 10, but it
was never (well, hardly ever) at the arranged time. As I was
sleeping on the camp bed I had to wait until the main part of
the caravan was clear so that I could put it up.

Equally we were never (well, hardly ever) up at the rising
time of 7 a.m. EverYbody had to cook breakfast once; and the
meals before and after Wednesday were all right. I cannot
comment on Wednesday's.

In the other caravan several people caught the lurgi, which
lasted about 24 hours. By refusing to allow any of them to
contaminate our caravan we kept ourselves free from illness.

Most evenings I went into Mablethorpe with some of the
others, and one day we went to see the Beatles' film " Help!" On
another occasion we had a putting competition (which Robin
Stones won) and one evening, when it was raining hard, we were
invited to play badminton at the local school.

After the training week it was back to school. But it was a
very enjoyable week, thanks to Mr. Adams.

WILLIAM ELDRIDGE.
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Library Notes

THE SchooL has made gOOd use of the Library during this term,

in fact one feels too gOOd a use, and it would be appreciated

if some of the 400 missing volumes would find their way back

to the shelves soon. As is usual, the sixth form have to be

goaded and coerced into returning books, and prevented from

hoarding the more sought-after editions. The Biology and

English sections seem to be popular targets for this practice.

Unfortunately, the Junior Library has suffered over the term,

both from the apathy of librarians and the general indifference

of the lower school. It is hoped that this state of affairs will

soon be remedied.

The Magazine section of the Library attracts many members

of the upper school, although it must be admitted that the

weather 'always determines the amount of use that it is put to.

Bad weather also drives into the Library beings whose primary

aim appears to be annoying Librarians. However, these people

wlll either be converted to the merits of literature or ejected.

I would like to thank the Headmaster for his donation of the

"Times" (of course) and also Dr. Henthorn for all his help.

I would also like to thank Mr. Lord for the books that he

has given to the Library this term. A. E. JACKSON.
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Societies

DEBATING SOCIETY

IN the first debate .of the term Bradbury and Jacksan, prapasing
that" This Hause deplares the Stiff Upper Lip ", defeated
Braakes and Pimlatt. Once again a great deal .of mud was
thrawn at that prelapsanian era .of the Victarians and .one felt
in cansequence that the debate suffered fram taa narraw an
interpretatian .of the mati an.

Braakes, Squire and Naylar then engaged in canfiict with
a team fram the High Schaal aver" This Hause Cansiders
Charity ta be Mare Impartant Than Chastity". The audience
seemed ta have made its mind up an the subject several years
before (thaugh whether this was ta be attributed ta a sense .of
maral duty .or ta sheer expediency is itself debatable) and
accardingly bath chastity and the ladies were sent back ta the
High Schaal.

Far the past three years the vie tars .of inter-schaal debating
have turned this calumn into a Triumphal Arch thraugh which
ta drag the prastr:ate bady .of the Pairier Cup. Ta relieve the
man at any this year we succeeded in lasing magnificently in the
first raund. Quaeque ipse miserrima vidi et quorum pars magna
Cui. I certainly da nat intend ta prate ta thase wha will be
part:cipating in next year's campetitian-after all, regaining
the cup is far mare glariaus than retaining it.

JOHN H. PErERS.

THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY

THAT per.:enial disrupt .or of cultural activities, the Schaal Play,
ha.s taken its usual tall this year, and sa instead .of boasting .of
cur achievements, I find myself having ta apalogise far .our
shartcamings.

Nevertheless, .one visit ta the Civic Theatre-ta see" The
Dumb Waiter" and" The Callectian "-has been braught ta
fruitian, and was, I believe, enjayed by mast. A review .of thase
plays appears elsewhere in this issue. Suffice ta say that w~
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in the Upper Sixth, who are experts on Harold Pinter, were
quite impressed. Unfortunately, the Civic has not had a very
intellectual programme this term, and it is not the job Of this
Society to organise visits to bawdy farces (unless Shakespeare
wrote them).

A reading of "The Family Reunion", T. S. Eliot's version
of "Oresteia ", has been held, and the number of members of
the Lower Sixth ,present seems quite encouraging.

The same cannot be said for the attendance of the newest
venture of our Society, the poetry reading. "War Poetry~as
perhaps a little gloomy a subject, and even some of the readers
seemed out of touch with the post-thirties work. We hope for
better results at a later date.

I must say a word about drama in the school. After the
highly successful Pinter production of last term, the new Lower
Sixth intends to stage" Waiting for Godot" by Samuel Becket
next year. We wish them luck with this extremely complex play,
and trust that the Upper Sixth's Poetry Incarnation does not
interfere with it. It is to be hoped that both these ventures wlll
be produced with as little official help as possible: it is time the
fact that the Dramatic Society is the creation and responsibility
of us, the pupils, was more widely realis,ed. The school play
continues to be a staff-directed institution; a little initiative and
experimentation from the boys themselves would be both
encouraging and heartening. Activities such as these prepare a
boy for the world" outside," where there is no-one to whom one
may run when help is needed.

KENNETH BEER.

LOWER SIXTH DRAMA GROUP

A double bill presented at the School on 21st July

"LUNCH HOUR" - John Mortimer

JOHN MORTIMER'S plays ar'e concerned with the way in which
people construct their own private dream-worlds, and with the
relation between illusion and reality. He takes as his background
the middle classes in decline, setting his plays in seedy private
schools, or draughty hotels, or similarly depressing places, and
"Lunch Hour" is no exception to this pattern.
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Briefly, it is the story of a man and a girl meeting in a hotel
to make love (during the lunch hour-hence the title), and of
the man's efforts to ,explain the situation to the suspicious hotel
manager, who is a woman. He is a tired, frustrated, middle-aged
businessman searching for some form of escape from the
monotony of his office-bound existence, and the girl, who is like-
wise bared with life, seems to offer this escape. In short, they
are two individuals who are more pathetic than sordid. The
landlady is a stock dramatic persanage whase functian :is to
reveal the characters of the man and the girl.

In the Lower Sixth's Drama Graup's praductian of .. Lunch
Haur," David Bradbury and Carolyn Hill-Smith both succeeded
on the whale in conveying the idea of shabby-genteel bourgeoisie
caught in an environment which is to' them ho!>elessly frustrat-
ing. Unfartunately for the actor, the almost tatal lack of action
in this one-act play makes it all the more difficult to hold the
attention of the audience, and all atmasphere has to be created
from the dialogue. Not that there is any real dramatic conflict
present in the dialogue, for the two central characters are
essentially complementary. Thus the actors have to work to'
maintain the audience's interest, and they are not helped by the
fact that the theme of the play is not overtly stated. Mortimer
is attempting to make the point that people can reveal their
true characters by the lies they tell, and the lies which the man
tells to the hotel manager and the way in which the girl plays
up to the man's fantasy, are intended to reveal their characters
as essentially confarmist and conventional. "Lunch Hour," then,
is a difficult !>lay to present to the average school audience,
accustomed to Shakespeare as it is, and it is to the credit of this
particular performanc'e that the mood of the play was effectively
put over; my only criticism would be that more movement should
have been injected into the play, in order that it should not
suffer from the usual stultifying eff.ect that a static production
can bring.

"Lunch Hour" is a play which depends for success upon the
action conveying a certain atmosphere, and this production
successfully achieved this object. K. E. SCHIRN.

Cast: Man, David Bradbury; Girl, Carolyn Hill-Smith;
Woman, Robina Cosser; Producer. Rosalyn Clarke.

"THE CARETAKER" - Harold Pinter
AS you will read (at some length) elsewhere in this magazine,
in the first phase of his work as a dramatist Pinter wrote
comedies of menace. "The Caretaker" just falls into this
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category although, for the first time the menace does not come
from outside the room, but enters in the form of Davies, the old
tramp who causes a clash of personalities involving himself and
the room's two other occupants, the brothers, Mick and Aston.

Aston is mentally retarded and has resisted ev.ery effort on
his brother's part to arouse his interest in something. For some
time Aston has been intending to build a shed, but shows little
sign of getting doWn to it, and in fact Davies, whom he invites
back to his room, represents the only positive interest that Aston
has. Mick's jealousy is instantly aroused; he must get the old
man out, but to satisfy his conscience Mi-ck must bring about a
situation in which Aston voluntarily rejects Davies. So, hiding
his dislike behind a mask of flippancy, Mick confides his plans
to Davies and promises to hire him as caretaker for the house
when it is fitted up. Davies falls into the trap by trying to play
one brother against the other, rejecting Aston, his real friend,
and throwing in his lot with Mick. He tries to curry favour with
Mick by saying that Aston is mad, and then Mlck has Aston in
position for the coup de grace. Mick rejects Davies who tries
desperately to make it up with Aston, but it is too late: Aston
has decided to start on his shed and there is now no place in
his lif.e for Davies. As the curtain falls Davies has no alternative
before him but to leav,e.

As a Pinter" fan" I am frequently disappointed by amateur
productions which, in my opinion, tend to sacrifice the menace
in the plays for the sak.e of comedy by ruining much of Pinter's
best dialogues in an effort to produce a farcical situation. This
criticism could not be levelled at the Brigg production. I found
Mick, played by John Butterworth, particularly successful in the
spee,ches where he was trying to unsettle Davies. John Peters,
as Davies, was suitably shifty, and one could feel the friction
between the two characters when they were talking together
on stage. Once he had overcome his initial nervousness and
inhibitions, Peters settled down to give a gOOd portrayal in the
marathon part of the cunning old tramp. Although I would
accuse Butterworth of over-acting on occasions, I was immensely
impressed by the vitality he put into the part. The character
of Mi-ck really came to life on stage, and it was obvious that the
actor was deriving as much .enjoyment from playing the part as
the audience was from watching. Kevin Schirn capped a com-
petent performance as the laconic" withdrawn Aston with a
superb delivery Of the long soliloquy in which he explains that
his ,condition is a result of electric shock treatment which he
had received in a mental home two years previously.
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As a final comment, I should like to praise John Stephenson
whose expert handling of the very limited lighting resources at
his disposal served to heIghten the interest and drama of both
productions. D. G. BRADBURY.

(N.B. The cast and production team of both plays would
like to apologise to the citizens of Brigg for any inconvenience
or embarrassment which may have been caused by the sight of
such cumbersome props. as a bed, a mattress, a rusty gas cooker
or a dusty carpet being hauled through the. streets of Brigg and
causing chaos amongst market day shoppers.)

CHESS CLUB

WE congratulate N. A. Hutchinson, our former captain, on
coming first in the Premier "A" Appleby-Frodingham Chess
Congress, and thank him for his valuable services to the club and
team. We also congratulate his brother, Paul, on retaining his
Scunthorpe District Under':'17 title.

We are very pleased with the increase in membership of the
club, which is now over sixty members strong. This term we
are very pleased to see a large number of first and second years
in the club. Two of the second yearS have already played for
the team, P. C. Adams and S. Hutchinson, and we hope to see
more as the year progresses. To cope with the rise in member-
ship eight new chess sets have been bought.

This term we have run three tournaments. P. C. Adams. last
year's beaten finalist, beat S. Hutchinson in the Junior Tourna-
ment, open to first and s.econd years. S. Teasdale retained his
Intermediate title, beating M. Tatam in the final. The Senior
Tournament has not yet been completed.

We must thank Mr. S. G. Jarvis for his unfailing assistance
throughout, and Mr. A. T. Hutchinson for transport in the
"Sunday Times" competition.

Earlier in the year three of our team played for the county,
N. A. Hutchinson, P. A. Hutchinson and K. Beer. This year in
the correspondence Under-18 match we have P. A. Hutchinson,
K. Beer and P. Boynton. Since ther.e are only twleve boards we
ha ve a quarter of the team!
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Our strongest team is still undefeated but our weaker team
has suff.ered two defeats. In the H Sunday TImes" competition
we were eliminated on handicap by Wintringham Grammar
School.

18- 9-65
2-10-65
6-10-65

10-11-65
13-11-65
20-11-65

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home

Match Results

Scunthorpe G.S. Won 4! : I!
Wintringham G.S. Lost 4 : 2
Harold Boys'S. Won 4t : It
Lincoln S. Lost 3! : 2!
Wintringham G.S. Drew 3 : 3
Sleaford G.S. Won 3t : 2k

P. A. HUTCHINSON.

MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
THE Mountaineering Club lost several of its most prominent and
keen members at the end of last term. We shall miss their
presence in the Club, but wIsh them well in their future careers.

A nucleus of long serving members still remains in the Club,
but most will be leaving at the end of this school year, and the
aim o-f the Club this ye1ar must be to int~rest members of the
Lower School. encourage them to join, and consolidate the
position of the Club as an ~stablished School Society.

Many members of the Club organisM their own climbing
excursions during the Summer holidays, and this term's activities
really started in the last week of the holidays when a small
party spent a d1ay walking in rainsoaked Derbyshire-and the
evening drying out in a Sheffield coffee bar! Two more meets
have since been held in Derbyshire. The first was a walk in
the Kinder Scout region, organised in conjunction with Glanford
School. The seco-nd, a rock-climbing meet at Stanage Edge,
was, perhaps, the most successful meet this year. For once the
sun shone, the day was warm (and so were the rocks!), several
good climbs were recorded, and everyone enjoyed themselves.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Atkin and Mr. Slack, who provided
transport.

If the weather does not deteriorate, there is the possibility
of another rock climbing meet this term, and arrangements have
already been m,ade for another walk early in December. Arrange-
ments about Easter Camp are proceeding apace; information
about this will be distributed to members nearer the time.
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Winter is regarded by many as the" close season" for
mountaineering. This should not be so, for some of the best
walks can be enjoyed under snowy conditions, if suitable clothing
is worn and simple safety precautions observed. Isn't it about
time members showed some initiative, and planned their own
Winter walk? An account of this could make very enjoyable
reading in next term's notes. D. J. HOLME.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY
THIS term has seen two lectures given to the Society, one by
J. L. Pimlott and the other by A. P. Graeme. The first lecture
was on the Crlmean War, and was well attended. The lecture
had obviously been prepared very thoroughly, and Pimlott
described the course of the war in great detail and with great
clarity, displaying an exhaustive knowledge of his subject. His
lecture as a whole was extremely interesting and enjoyable.
Graeme took as his subject the history of Polar exploration, and
also gave a very well organised and absorbing lecture which
showed an extensive knowledge of the topic. Another lecture
will have been given by the time this is printed, on Palmerston,
by A. E. Jackson. We hope that there will be a wider measure
of enthusiastic support for the Society from the Lower School
next term. K. E. SCHIRN.

SCOUT NOTES

THERE are, I think, two noteworthy events of the Summer term
and holidays which were not reported in the last issue of the
School Magazine.

The Garden Fete, on July 17th, was a great success and the
Troop funds benefitted by about £ 125. We would like to thank
the Group Committee and all those who worked so hard to make
it a success and also those who came and gave so generously.
We hope they enjoyed themselves. The second event, the
Summer Camp, was held at Coniston. I believe it was one of
the wettest camps I have been to, but in spite of 48 hours' steady
ra.in we managed to have an enjoyable and useful camp. On
one occasion I returned to camp to find Mr. Moore and Mr.
Walker exhausted and their account of the whirlwind which hit
the camp gave me visions of them hanging on to guy-ropes with
the army tents billowing out like balloons and the kitchen
shelter taking off as if it would disappear over the nearby wood.
Luckily they had managed to hold the tents and restore them
to their moorings.
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This term we have welcomed an unusually large number of
recruits and have reverted to five patrols. The tenderfeet have
all made good progress and we hope to see most, if not all,
invested by the end of term. The older members have also made
progress with their tests and Andrew Bradburn has gained his
First Class badge whilst others have made progress in the same
direction. Proficiency badges have also attracted more attention
amongst the 2nd class, who are eligible to take them.

I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the Troop
to wish Peter Thompson all the best in hIs career. He has
always been an enthusiastic scout and I have watched with
pleasure his development into such a worthy citizen. We would
like to thank his father and mother for the Union Flag which
they have so kindly given us.

This year is International World Friendship Year and we
hope to broaden our horizons and make more contact with our
brother scouts overseas.

Good Scouting. S.G.J.

ELECTRONICS CLUB
THE first half of the term was not marked by any intense
activity apart from a sale-or perhap,g one should say a handout
-of components the Club could no longer find room for.
However, work has now begun on the construction of apparatus
to provide some realistic (we hope) sound effects for the pro-
duction of Henry V next term. This equipment is to be used in
conjunction wIth an amplifier virtually in pristine condition
kindly given to the Club by Lord Worsley. S. S. WRIGHT.

LUNCH HOUR FILMS
I DON'T really think we ought to call ourselves a society as the
whole thing is run as a complete dictatorship. The end product,
however, appears to justHy the system for the number and
variety of films shown tllls year has increased, but motor racing
still reigns supreme in popularity.

The numbers attending have also increased, in spite of the
higher charge of 3d. per film caused by the increased postage
rates. Members who have bought season tickets, thus saving
half the cost of the shows, should keep them until next term
for it may be possible to let them have a season ticket for the
new season at a reduced cost. Buy a season ticket; it saves you
money and the organiser time.
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Next term is already fully booked with more than thirty
films to be shown over a twelve-week season. Suggestions for
films are welcome.

I would like to thank my happy band Of helpers for their
s2rvices in projecting, blacking out and screen erection. Devotion
to duty must have its reward somewhere. J.E.M.

S.C.M. ACTION GROUP
THIS term, unfortunately, has so far been one in which the
Society has been forced to drop the word" action" from its full
title. This is due in part to reorganisation necessary within the
new committee and also in part to a lack of inspiration. It is
surprising how difficult it is to compete in terms of originality
with the various other money-raising organisations at present
in operation in or around Brigg. However, our annual sales of
Christmas Cards on behalf of the S.C.F. are shortly to take place.

Also, our application to the Brigg Christian Aid Movement
may soon be changed in form owing to prospective changes in
its committee. It is a noteworthy point, however, that we have
in the past raised almost one-tenth of their Christian Aid Week
total.

Last term it was mentioned that some of our members had
spent a day decorating at Stonecroft House, the new Cheshire
Home. Although the Society itself has taken no further official
action, it is gratifying to see that at least one member of the
Sixth Form has been a regular visitor there for the purpose of
gardening. J. L. STEPHENSON.

PISCATORIAL SOCIETY
THE Summer months have been highly successful for those
keen members willing to fish throughout the night or get up
at dawn. Bream up to five pounds have been caught at night
and tench up to three pounds have been caught in the early
morning.

In the Brigg Juvenile Fishing Match, a team consisting of
Spencer, Gibbons, Parkinson and Brookes, just missed winning
the team prize, an excellent performance against older and
more experienced anglers.

The arrival of Winter has ruled out any serious fishing at
Scawby but several members have had good sport on the
Ancholme. We hope to have some excellent perch fishing again
at ScawbY near the end of the season. "PISCATOR ".
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MODEL AERO CLUB
THE Model Aero Club started off well this term with a very
gOOd membership at the initial meetings. It was decided to
hold a Club" one mdoel" contest to start the year. The model
chosen was th~ Yeoman kit "Rambler ", a 33" glider. Sixteen
members built the model and several have been seen fiying on
the School field on Wednesday afternoons and during the dinner
hours. The contest was, unfortunately, rained off on the day,
but will be h~ld as soon as possible, weather permitting! The
Club has recently been given a small engine, a Cox 0.010 cu. ins.
glowplug. It was slightly damaged but is being repaired at the
moment and will be available for Club members to use as soon
as it is ready. Meetings are held every Monday during the
dinner hour in the Physics laboratory, and although some
members seem to have forgotten about these meetings there
is a hard core of members which turns up regularly.

J. R. R. McIVER.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
THE Natmal History Society wO)1ld like to be regarded as a
new look Society. At the beginning of this term a new com-
mittee was elected to arouse an interest in natural history
among members of the School.

Mr. Appleyard has kindly given us use of the greenhouse
and a lot of facilities in the laboratory.

A new prospectus has just been arranged and this has been
posted on notice-boards around the School. On this prospectus
are lectures on various interesting topics such as marine biology,
bird tracks, and taxidermy.

When this article had to be handed in a competition run
by the Society was in progress. When you read this article the
competition will have been judged by Mr. Appleyard and the
winner announced.

But now we must look on to next term. We hope our
memb~rship will be increased by a film about wild life in the
BritIsh Isles. During next term and the Summer term we hope
to buy more equipment, which members may use for field work.
These two terms provide wider scope for the Society, while in
the Autumn term we are in hibernation. P. D. DAY,

D. T. HORSLEY.
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ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
WE have once more had a very successful term, even though
we are few in number, alld have continued to brave the elements.

The term started with our annual trips to the seemingly
undesirable Grantham Sewage Farm. This is something unique
in the days of sewage disposal units and in Autumn the areas
Of exposed mud attract large numbers of waders. The ponds
are perhaps not near enough to the coast to attract rare birds
but good views of uncommon species are to be had. During
our two visits we saw Greenshank, Spotted Redshank, Ruff, and
four Black Terns. The latter were unpeturbed by human
presence and they were studied carefully.

During the latter half of the term we also visited the ponds
bordering the Humb~r Bank. These are artificial ponds and
are at present being completely destroyed, ornithologically
speaking, by the dreaded" gun-men". It is probably because
of these that the Great Crested Grebes have deserted all their
old haunts and moved further south. The best pond is at South
Killingholme and here the British Titan Company have taken
some steps to restrict shooters. Previously we have seen Water
Rail here and this term some fine male Goldeneye have been
present. Large numbers of Pochard have also been seen. South
Ferriby Cement Works continues to be excellent but we fear that
water ski-ing could spoil it.

We once more give our grateful thanks to Mr. Earnshaw
who continues to devote his time and effort to the Society.

" AUCEPS ".

MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
THIS term the Club members almost finished the first terminus
with brand new track. Astounding progress has been made,
considering the relatively small number of members, and work
has already begun on the intermediate section which will prJOvide
a reasonable inter-station run.

Two three-rail locomotives have been converted to two-rail
running, bringing the stud to a total of three-two tank loco-
motives and a 4-6-0 Castle class.

After the hectic period this term, the club members should
be able to relax and enjoy some railway working sessions.

" Mouse" Miller and" Twiggy" Gloyn are to be thanked
for their help and interest, in the past, whilst in the future
new members and visitors are always welcome in the Art room
during the lunch break on Mondays.

"LINESIDER", Mk. II.
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Old Briggensians' Association

Hon. Secretary: A. Turner, The Grammar School, Brigg.

Hon. Tre1asurer: S. C. Dickinson. 40 Bigby Street, Brigg.

David Leaning has recently been appointed Rector of Warsop
in the Diocese of Southwell and was instituted by the Bishop of
Southwell and inducted by the Archdeacon of Newark on
Monday, November 22nd. His new address is: The Rectory,
Warsop, Mansfield, Notts.

. K. C. Horton took up the appointment of Deputy Borough
Surveyor in Scunthorpe in August. As part of his duties he is
also Deputy Head of Civil Defence.

John Dobson is now teaching History at Chester Grammar
School.

Eric Hair qualified as a Chartered Accountant in May, 1965.
He and his wife are also to be congratulated on the birth of a
daughter on 20th October.

S. C. Dickinson has passed the Intermediate examination of
the Institute of Chartered Accountants.

J. E. H. Kingdom (1940-47) is now Headm'3.ster of Ossett
Grammar School. His address is: Field End, Fearnley Avenue,
Ossett, Yorkshire.

J. Edlington, A.M.I.Mech.E., is now with Findus, of Grimsby,
as Chief Engineer.

THIRD ANNUAL DINNER AND DANCE

The Third Annual Dinnor and Dance, held this year at the
Berkeley Hotel, was, like its two predecessors, a very enjoyable
evening.

The Dance Committee regretted that Old Briggensians were
in a minority at the function. As was pointed out in one of the
to'3.sts this is the only formal occasion during the year to which
members' wives are invited. Why not come next year? AF.

The Grammar School,
Brigg.

Dear Old Briggensians, ,
I want to write about two matters of vital concern to you

at this time: the future of the school and the Tercentenary
Celebrations in 1969.

You will know that the Secretary of State has required all
Education Authorities to submit plans within the year for the
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reorganisation of secondary schools on comprehensive lines. H8
has laid down a few defined lines of acceptable development.
We have no choice as a maintained school but to comply with
such a command. We are fortunate that our Authority shows
a greater readiness to consult its schools and, we have faith,
to heed their views than most; nevertheless we much accept
that changes seem in8vitable.

At the first stage I and my secondary colleagues are asked
to produce an agreed plan for Brigg. We have found it easy
to establish confidence betw~en ourselves; we have very similar
educational philosophies and we have a respect for each other.s
schools. In particular the others, one of whom is of course an
Old Brlggensian, have much sympathy with our situation as by
far the oldest established school with the longest traditions. I
think they would allow me to say that as a body we should strive
to preserve all that is worth while and can be preserved in our
foundation. You will, however, appreciate that we are far from
fr2e agents.

The plan will eventually, if approved by the Education Com-
m:ttee, be submitted for the views of interested bodies; this
may be about April next year. I hope the Old Briggensians will
consider themselves an interested body and that those of you
who have views on these matters will endeavour through your
Association to S8e that they are taken into account.

Our Tercentenary in 1969 could well be over-shadowed by
these events. I want here to make a strong plea that it shall
not be. Brigg Grammar School w1ll no more end in 1969 than
it has ended on s8veral occasions before. The school today, both
in government and pupils is very different from what it was in
say 1940, and that school again was very different from the one
in 1900 so we can go back. But what we are most conscious of
is continuity, of the abiding and fundamental purposes and
values of our life. We should be confident that so it will be in
the future.

This is a testing time both of our confidence and of our
pride. The Tercentenary Appeal will be launcned at the Annual
Dinner; may we have a quick and unambiguous response. But
this is not all; we should be phnning festivities, exhibitions and
other event for 1969 and any news and ideas on these which you
may have would be welcome to us. I do not think that we shall
b2 sunk without trace-nevertheless let us have all our ft.ags
ft.ying!

Yours sincerely,
H. B. WILLIAMS,

Headmaster.
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OLD BOYS' GOLFING SOCIETY
The Autumn meeting at Elsham saw a record number of

members taking part in a bogey competition for the Challenge
Cup, won by R. Coulthurst who was two up.

A tribute was paid at the Annual Meeting to the work of
the retiring captain, Benn Thompson, whose enthusiasm has
undoubtedly contributed to the increased attendance at this
year's meetings. It was pointed out at the same time that
several Old Briggensian golfers have not yet joined the Society
and that one or two were even present at Elsham that day.
J. P. Kemp was elected captain for next year.

Any Old Boys who read these notes and would like to join
have only to inform our untiring secretary, G. A. Robinson, at
l29a St. Mary street, Scunthorpe, to be certain of receiving
notices of all meetings which are admirably organised and are
very pleasant social occasions. Those who do not yet wish, or
no longer wish, to have their performance recorded on a score
card will find kindred spirits in the afternoon match between
the Oaptain's team and the Secretary's team. A.I.M.

A PINTER DOUBLE BILL
"THE DUMB WAITER" even more than" The Birthday Party"
(Pinter's first full-length play) is demonstrative of the" Comedy
of Menaces" technique which predominated during his first
phase of dramatic creation, for whereas the humour of "The
Birthday Party" is found to be fully effective only in the opening
scenes, "The Dumb Waiter" is genuinely funny from beginning
to end.

It concerns two men (Ben and Gus) passing a dull Friday
morning in their basement bedroom.

They read the papers and talk about football, but the
essential underlying incompatibility of the two individuals
inexorably gains prominence, right from the beginning of the
action. Little by little it emerges that the two men are hired
killers in Birmingham on a job and waiting for their final
instructions; it also becomes apparent (when the" dumb waiter"
in the wall begins to work) that the basement room was once a
restaurant or cafe kitchen. An order comes down: "Two braised
steak and chips. Two sago puddings. Two teas without sugar."

The two men eagerly try to fulfil its demands, sending up
all they have to offer, but the demands become wilder and more
improbable on every occasion ending up with Ormitta
Macaronnada; and One Char Sin and Bean Sprouts. Finally,
they have nothing left. Gus goes out to the lavatory
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(incidentally the deficient ballcock was one of the chief causes
of the semi-hysterical mirth which from time to time gripped
the audience) and while he is gone, Ben receives an order
through the speaking tube which turns out to be that he must
kill Gus. They confront each other as the curtain slowly
descends.

Here, then, are the elements of the situation in " The Room"
and" The Birthday Party," but appearing in a different guise.
In these two other plays, embraced by Pinter's first phase, the
menace comes from outside, from an intruder whose arrival
unsettles and disturbs the warm, comfortable world bounded
by four walls (and here it is interesting to note that in his
"Comedy of Menace" plays Pinter envisages the rooms as being
windowless in order that the atmosphere of security and
seclus:on is elevated to near-claustrophobic proportions) as any
intrusion is essentially menacing, and so is the element of
unpredictability and uncertainty that the intruder brings with
him. In" The Dumb Waiter" however, the intruder is in the
form of a disrupting, influence-rather than a personality-
menacing the protagonists as they seek refuge-albeit temporary
-from others by cloistering themselves in a single windowless
room.

It seems to me also quite reasonable to regard the unseen
giver of the orders not merely as an intruder but also as
standing in judgement over Ben and Gus, testing them with
an impossible situation in order to assess their characters,
though to pursue this theory to its logical conclusion and suggest
that the play is in fact a religious allegory is as tempting but
just as unnecessary an explanation as that of the room itself in
terms of Freudian symbolism as a womb substitute.

A theme found only in its rudimentary form in Pinter's
first phase plays is later elaborated: the inability of two or more
people to communicate successfully with one another. This
theme is given a great deal of prominence in "The Caretaker,"
and he developed a new preoccupation with the means of com-
munication and the willingness or unwillingness of persons to
reveal their characters. In" The Collection," a play originally
written for television, Pinter sets out to explore this question
further, on this occasion within the context of a husband-wife
relationship. In" The Collection" there is no question of a
failure to communicate, for the characters are educated and
articulate (unlike those in "The Caretaker ") and therefore
capable of expressing their thoughts. But although they have
the power to tell the truth about themselves if they have the
desire, the desire is, of course, lacking. Even if the desire were
present, it is highly doubtful whether they could discern the
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essential truth about each other, for this must surely remain
firmly hidden, especially as each one of us finds the quest to
reveal the truth about himself unending and for ever
unsatisfactory. Such attempts, then, must be doomed to failure,
because" the truth" does not consist of verifiable facts as it
did on a more superficial level in "The Birthday Party" when
the question was the reason for Goldberg's and McCann's
persecution of the ingenuous Stanley.

In "The Collection," the desire for verification is not
immediately seen; ostensibly the play is concerned with whether
Stella and Bill, two young fashion designers at the same fashion
show, did or did not sleep with each other. But when James,
Stella's husband, sets out to meet Bill and question him, he is
apparently unconcerned about the truth on the superficial level
(his wife has admitted sleeping with Bill, and James seems to
believe her), rather, he is preoccupied by his desire to know
more about her, and, more relevant, to know more by meeting
the man she has found attractive enough to go to bed with on
their first meeting. He, of course, never does learn the truth, for
the issue is clouded by lies, contradictory accounts, and half-
truths. James sets out with sinister amiability to terrorize Bill,
and we perceive that the" Comedy of Menaces" theme is once
again present, though its strength is diluted for we know what
the inexplicable terror from outside is doing, and why he is
doing it. Bill begins by denying everything, then agrees and
starts to elaborate, but another party, Harry, takes interest: he
is a suave middle-aged man who lives on terms of suspicious
intimacy with Bill and recounts how he found him in the gutter.
While James is persuading Bill to corroborate Stella's story,
Harry is persuading Stella to retract it and say that nothing
really happened at all. When Bill is faced with Stella's new
verdict he breaks down and admits that nothing happened. It
sounds like the truth, but when the play ends James has
returned to the attack with Stella-he cannot believe that the
seduction took place in theory only as a subject of conversation
-but he is getting no satisfactory answer from her.

Although it is my personal opinion that not enough
importance is attached to Pinter's presentation of his characters
as being essentially schizophrenic (this point can be argued very
successfully with reference to all of his plays), the material
above has given a brief assessment of Harold Pinter's aims and
motivations.

Laslt and most definitely least I come to the performance
of the two plays by the Lincoln Hospital Players. While I
admired the company's technical achievement (the sets were
very eH:ective) understanding of the" essential Pinter" was
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patently lacking. "The Collection" was enacted with eccentricity
but without comprehension, and" The Dumb Waiter" was simply
purged of all menace and treated at the same level as a Brian
Rix farce.

Thanks to the Hospital Players, Pinter's plays were merely
shadows of their proper selves. J. BUTTERWORTH.

" THE END OF ARTHUR'S
MARRIAGE))

CHRISTOPHER LOGUE
H THE END OF ARTHUR'S MARRIAGE," which was presented
by B.B.C.-l on November 11th, is the drama of an Organization
Man who tries to break out of his Square World, only to find
himself rejected by everyone. Arthur is a middle-aged husband
who sets out to buy a house with £400 in cash, taking his
twelve-year-old daughter Emmy with him. Swindled out of the
house, he decides to go for a wild spending spree. After buying
a watch that does everything but sit up and talk, and a con-
demned elephant, he finishes up on a riverboat on the Thames
with a crowd of teenagers who suddenly desert him. Sadly, he
takes his daughter home (after throwing what remains of the
money in the rlver), but his wife and in-laws, after divesting
him of his daughter, send him packing.

As might be expected, this play was a mixture of deadpan
fantasy (including a visit to the Garden of Eden), straight satire,
and humourless reality. Christopher Logue is one of Britain's
best poets, and this story it seems, is based on one he came
across whilst writing his" True Story" column for" Private Eye,"
suitably laced with Logue inventiveness. The music, by Stanley
Myers and the Manfred Mann, was good, and enough praise
cannot be lavished upon the director, Kenneth Loach. All the
acting was superb, especially that of Ken Jones as Arthur, and
Maureen Ampleford. How Loach managed to force such a
superlative display from a girl who had never acted before is
beyond me. When one remembers the early films of Hayley Mills,
one cannot but award him the. title of Master.

I hope this, with the other Loach production "Up the
Junction," is the start of a new type of television play. The
television film can be used as a vehicle for poetry-visual poetry
-in the same way that Barry Bermage has used electronic
music on the radio. It is the soaring, unbounded imagination
of the poet which is needed to restore the reputation of
television drama. KENNETH BEER.
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DIZZY AT LEEDS
John Birks" Dizzy" Gillespie and his Quintet. certainly

warmed up a cold and wet evening in Leeds during their tour
at the beginning of this month.

The famous bop-style trumpeter opened with a display of
his muted playing. His style has not changed much over the
years but I did detect a slight movement towards the avant
garde in one of James Moody (tenor sax alto and flute) solos.
Dizzy's clowning, which is So much a part of his act, was not
forgotten. Having announced that he would like to introduce
the Quintet, he proceeded to introduce the saxophonist to the
pianist and the bass player to the drummer!

Clowning apart, the Quintet played some good jazz, including
a piece featuring James Moody on flute. Also a remarkable
scat-sung version of "Lady Be Good" by Dizzy. Perhaps the
highlight of the show was a speeded-up version of "A Night In
Tunisia" featuring a fantastic. solo by bassist Christopher White
and one of those excellent GiUespie final choruses in which
Dizzy pushes the trumpet to its limit.

The supporting programme was Jimmy Smith whose playing
lacks the vitality of Gillespie. Smith, who plays electric organ,
only began to swing in the penultimate number.

May I once again thank the Headmaster without whose
assistance my getting to this concert would have been
impossible. G. BARKER.

A PASSAGE TO INDIA
B.B.C. T.V.

THE B.B.C. has taken upon itself to provide viewers with at least
one worthwhile play every four weeks, and followed the success-
ful production of John Osborne's" Luther" with the second
Play of the Month, a dramatised version of the E. M. Forster
novel, "A Passage to India." It tells the story of Miss Adela
Quested, an emotionally unstable young Englishwoman brought
to India by heD prospective mother-in-law, Mrs. Moore, who
encounters a young Indian doctor named Aziz. He believes
idealistically that the British and the Indians can be brought
to understanding, and so he invites the friendship of the two
English ladies and arranges a picnic visit to some mountain
caves. The event misfires when Miss Quested claims that Aziz
attempted to assault her in the caves. Aziz is committed to
trial, at which Miss Quested breaks down and withdraws the
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accusation. However, the damage has been done, and the
distrust existing between the British and Indian communities
is deepened, the racial gulf is widened.

Dramatisations of successful novels invariably lose much of
the power and suspense of the original story. However, Santha
Rama Rau conveys the atmosphere of the country and the
uneasiness of the inhabitants remarkably well.

The production was an ambitious one and had an
appropriately distinguished cast. Dame Sybil Thorndyke played
the part of the perceptive and sympathetic Mrs. Moore with a
clarity and energy which belles her years. Virginia McKenna
whimpered and wept her way through the part of Miss Quested,
portraying emotional tension as adequately as she has always
done.

Despite the competence of these two actresses, I thought
the biggest success of the play was the acting of the Pakistani
Zia Mohyeddin as the idealistic Dr. Aziz. The Indian doctor's
ability to both embarrass and yet at the same time enchant
the English ladies with his mixture of eastern tradition with
western education was brilliantly conveyed by the actor.

It is rare indeed to watch a television play which attains
intellectual respectability whilst, at the same time, containing
an intriguing story and providing a conclusion to satisfy those
viewers who like" a play with an ending." "A Passage to
India" fulfilled these requirements, and provided an enjoyable
and worthwhile two hours' play-viewing.

D. G. BRADBURY.

UP THE JUNCTION
THE B.B.C's production of "Up The Junction," written by Nell
Dunn (adapting her own book), directed by Kenneth Loach,
and produced by James McTaggart, was one of the most original
programmes seen on television for a long time. It was not a
play, for it had no dramatic unity or discernible theme other
than the very broadest. But to criticise it in this light would
be quite mistaken, for it was never intended as a play. The
nearest one can get to categorlsing it would be to describe it as
£'. documentary, although there were five central characters
(three girls and two youths). Even so, the term" documentary"
does not adequately express the true nature of the programme;
it was rather an audio-visual image of one decaying urban area
(Battersea) and that section of its people with whom the
author had the closest contact-a word picture set to film.
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The play was concerned with the youth of Battersea for the
most part. Nell Dunn set out to show the seeming pointlessness
and drabness of their lives (the women worked in a sweet
factory, and the men were demolition workers, window-cleaners,
and the like-and usually turned to crime) and the ugliness of
their existence, as shown in the case of the unscrupulous and
almost amoral tallyman. But at the same time she sets out to
show that many of these people retain the capacity to enjoy
life. Her" message" seems to be that although these people may
appear sordid and hopelessly frustrated, they are products of our
society. But this is a very broad theme that she imports and
she is more concerned to communicate the vitality of these
people in face of their environment. The production as a whole
was an exceptional exposition of "tele-verite" (to use a much
overworked term) and we were given an unusually accurate
portmyal of the urban working-class. K. E. SCHIRN.

(( THE POETRY AND PROSE
OF

GERARD MANLEY HOP!<'INS"
EDITED BY W. H. GARDNER

Penguin D15 : 260 pages: 4s. 6d.

GERARD MANLEY HOPKINS was born in 1844 at Stratford,
Essex. In 1866 he was converted to the Church of Rome, and in
1868 began training as a Jesuit, spending the rest of his life
working in the Order. He died of typhoid in 1889. His poetry
is profundly religious, recording his tremendous struggle to find
faith and peace, and also exhibiting his great love of nature.

Hopkins was almost entirely unpublished until long after
his death (in this he resembles another great nineteenth century
innovator, Emily Dickenson) and it is only in the last thirty
years that his immense talent has been recognised and
appreciated. Until recently he was regarded as eccentric and
obscure. and only Allen Ginsberg of recognised poets has
managed to use Hopkins' remarkable rhythmic and verbal
techniques successfully.

Rather than explain at length his concepts of "instress,"
and" sprung rhythm," I will quote from his piece de resistance,
"The Wreck of the Deutchland":
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"We lash with the best or worst
Word last! How a lush-kept plush-capped sloe

Will, mouthed to flesh-burst,
Gush I-flush the man, the being with it, sour or sweet,
Brim, in a flash, full! . . . ."

His use of sound-aliteration, onomatopoeia, inversion, and
internal rhyme, are shown even more strikingly in two lines from
his" Ode to Henry Purcell":

". . . . The thunder-purple seabeach, plumed purple-of-
thunder,

If a wuthering of his palmy snow-pinions scatter a
collossal smile. . . ."

or from" Duns Scotus's Oxford":

" Cuckoo-echoing, bell-swarmed, lark-charmed, rook-
racked, river-rounded."

The present direction of avant garde poetry makes it likely
that Hopkins will soon take his place amongst the greatest poets
of the world. That Tennyson should sell his poetry books in
tens of thousands, while Hopkins could not even flnd a magazine
to print his work, is an adequate commentary on the Victorian
literary scene.

The amount of material here, the copious notes, and the
explanations by Hopkins himself, make this astounding value at
4s. 6d. As Penguin raise their prices every time it rains, I advise
everyone to buy thlS book immediately.

KENNETH BEER.

ALExIS KORNER'S BLUES
INCORPORA TED

Side I-Blue Mink; Rainy Tuesday; Yogi; Sappho; Navy Blue.

Side 2-Roya, Dooji; Preachin' the Blues; The Captain's Tiger;
A Little Bit Groovy; Anything for Now; Chris Trundle's
Habit; Trundlin'.

ACE OF CLUBS (M) ACL 1187

ALEXIS KORNER'S latest L.P. was in fact recorded over two
years ago, and although the album was not originally com-
missioned by Decca, the release by them of these twelve bands
has been greatly welcomed. It is an all-instrumental collection
made at a time when the line-up consisted of Dick Heckstall-
Smith and Art Themen on tenors, pianist Johnny Parker, bass
player Mike Scott, drummer Phil Seamen, and the leader on
guitar. Korner wrote all but three of the items himself, and
although the material may be said to be blues-based, very few
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of the tracks use the established twelve-bar sequence, attractive
in its origInal conception but now degraded by the Philistian
efforts of British and American popular" artists," distinguished
only for theIr incoherent and febrile inanity and whose names
are fit to be printed upon paper of only the lowest quality; whose
promiscuous or pathetic gyrations inspire disgust and utter con-
tempt, and whose sincerity as regards the blues is overshadowed
only by that of Gilbert and Sullivan or George Formby.

If the listener to this L.P. wishes to follow the musical
structure, then he will have to keep on his toes all the time,
because" Blue Mink," for example, has a ten bar opening chorus
followed by choruses of eleven, twelve, eleven and ten bars
duration. Sandwiched in the middle are two seven bar tenor
solos, played by Themen and Heckstall-Smith respectively,
Strangely enough, nothing seems to be out of place, and Korner's
"country blues" approach to the guitar fits in well with the
saxophone styling. Although the music it at times experimental,
the players are never devoid of raw, unfettered passion
especially in connection with" Sappho" (named after Korner's
daughter, incidentally) and" Christ Trundle's Habit." It is
intriguing to note that" Preachin' the Blues" is skilfully
arranged for bouzuki (a type of middle-eastern guitar shaped
like a lute), played by Korner with a door-key, and African
drum, played by Phil Seamen in 12/4 and 12/8 time behind the
818 22-bar main theme; while a further arcave piece of
information is that Themen on two tracks uses a white Grafton
plastic alto in place of his tenor (at the risk of stating the
obvious, I will remind readers that this instrument is exactly
similar to the one blown by Ornette Coleman).

The rhythm section is excellent-the best Korner ever had
-and it is thanks to Phil Seamen that the soloists sound so
relaxed, even when time signatures are deliberately entwined.
The band relies largely upon ensemble work and solos tend to
be short, but both saxophonists are intriiguing and exciting,
while Korner's intuitive approach to Jazz is at once appealing
and satisfying. J. BUTTERWORTH.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES
" WITH the Humber bridge you might get a new town of 750,000
inhabitants if we have the courage to decide the3e things",
(Richard Crossman, Blackpool, October 2nd,) FIrstly, let us
examine the grammatical construction of this sentence. If we
are to assume that" you" refers tJ the population of G~'eat
Britain and Northern Ireland then we can infer, not unnaturally,
that" we" stands for Crossman and his little frIends at Wes'o-
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minster. This means that Crossman was publicly asserting the
pusillanimity of the policy not only of his own department but
also of the pre:;:'ent Government-which in Party politics is the
vilest form 01 High Treason. With this fact in mind we are
reluctantly driven to the conclusion that Crossman did not mean
what he said (which in itself is hardly of a~:)Qcalyptic propor-
tions) but instead was implying that the onus for a decision on
the Humber Bridge lay with the abJve-mentioned population.
As indeed it does. Unfortun3.tely Crossman does not appear to
have been present in 1845 when that decision was made.

For one hundred and twenty years the initiative has lain
with the government. The latest estimate: for a Humber Bridge
was £ 11m; the cost will probably be doubled by the end of the'
century. At the moment the Humber is graced by a bridge of
dubious artistic and engineering merit which can only be
approached by performing feats with a motor car that even the
rnakers could not have been expected to envisage. Thismonu-
ment stands on the shortest route from Grimsby to Hull-a
mere 85 miles. The distance from Grimsby to Hull by ferry is
22 miles. This leaves a discrepancy of sixty-three miles which
the average lorry driver with the best will in the world and
more than usual disregard for other road users would find hard
to cover in less than two hours.

Why then has an £ 11m. bridge been
an elaborate road system costing £15m?
will take? The same 85-mile tour round
North Lincolnshire and Yorkshire.)

Now for Crossman's 750,000 wonder town. Speculation is
rife as to whether Crossman dreamed up this mammoth whilst
in the bath or whether it was whilst shaving. However when
the mental aberr.ation struck is not our concern-more important
is why Crossman blatantly disregarded a survey already made
by local officials suggesting a .. linear city" 01 130,000 to 250,000
inhabitants. This officials even doubt whether the highly auto-
mated new industries coming to Humber side will create enough
vacancies to fully utilise the facilities of the super-city even in
the year 2000 when the project would be nearing completion.

Small wonder that Crossman's Ministry had virtually to
retract his statement by describing it as an .. aside "-a
recherche description of a speech that began boldly with the
words" I don't mind telling you that my eyes come down on the
Humber." One can only theorise as to where his brains were.

Unless a Humber bridge is built soon duplication of
facilities in Hull on one side and Scunthorpe, Grimsby and
Immingham on the other will mean that economic union will
be an extremely painful process. Hull, in the position of the
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third largest port in England, cannot afford to wait for belated
decisions on its communications, and a fierce spirit of
independence-illustrated by its Corporation-owned telephone
network-is slowly insulating it from its partners in Lincolnshire.

The iron is rapidly cooling, let us strike before it is too
late! Recall the words of Macaulay's Horace:

"Now who will stand on either hand
And keep the bridge with me ? "

J. N. PETERS.

ON THE SANDS
A lone figure walked the windswept sands,
Her dark tresses caressed her dusky face,
The sand whipped up against her brown legs
Stinging like a thousand needles,
But she didn't care.
The lonely cry of a seabird
Echoed meekly against the towering cliffs.
Clouds scudded across the darkening sky
Blown by the wild, wild wind.
Roaring breakers of transulcent green waters
Crashed on the cowering rocks
And the snowy surf hissed at the gathering dark,
"Keep back, keep back,"
For the night engulfs its whiteness
In the darkest wave of all.

As the shadows lengthened the girl laughed aloud
Then she lay down and slept
In a dry cave mouth.
The silver moon rose and watched over her
Like a mother tends her own
And the twinkling stars in the now clear sky
Like the eyes of the girl who slept
Were at peace-
And she dreamt of the boundless oceans
And the countless stars
And the radiant moon
And the summer sun
A true child of nature
One of the few who love the sea
For what it is:

A thing of beauty.
PHILIP ADAMS (LIV).
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IMPIOUS
TWO Sixth Formers nervously approached the Diocesan House
at Lincoln, at the beginning of what was to be an historic
conference in many senses of the word. Inside the mediaeval
looking entrance hall, dominated by an equally mediaeval
looking Mayor of Lincoln, one was able to gauge the atmosphere
of the place quite well. In fact John Pimlott and myself both
had visions, at this moment, of sleeping on cold stone and
eating off a bare trestle table. However our fears were completely
unfounded, and apart from a very dusty library and a rather
dingy crypt, the Diocesan House was an extremely comfortable
and well-equipped retreat for this Sixth Form conference.

Sixth Formers attended the conference from schools all over
the county, but this d~d not prevent a friendly atmosphere from
developing at once, despite some very fiery discussions in the
seminars. In fact, on one occasion, Pimlott, an expounder of
some rather heretical views on a number of subjects, was only
saved from an untimely end at the hands of a vicar's daughter
by the intervention of the dinner gong. Discussions ranged,
or rather raged, over a number of aspects of history including
Military Pyrotechnology, Science and the Intellect, Revolutionary
Movements, and John Wesley (who else!).

The seminars were punctuated by a very interesting visit
to the Cathedral rafters, which proved an astonishing
experience to a group of American tourists, who looked on in
amazement while a succession of students tripped gaily along
amongst the gargoyles and balanced precariously on ledges sixty
feet above their heads. We examined the great clock at close
quarters, and I was unfortunate enough to be standing next
to the giant bell at two o'clock, which resulted in the guide
having to shout into my left ear whenever he issued instructions.
Plmlott was given the doubtful honour of testing the famous
spring beam by jumping up and down on it. As there was a
considerable drop underneath the beam and Pimlott had little
faith in mediaeval architecture, he complied with a rather
dubious hop, and then neatly vacated the precarious position.

Altogether the Sixth Form conference was a great success,
and was thoroughly enjoyed by all concerned.

A. E. JACKSON.

J. L. PIMLOTT.
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SHADOWS
Shadows-true to life, and yet not quite-
Some subtle trick of light endowing them
With alien form, so slightly out of tune
We may not be at first aware of this
Small deviation from the normal state;
But once perceived, if we should let our minds
Give rein to full imagining, we may
Discover shapes till then undreamed of; but,
In some half nightmare of distorted life
Things hitherto unnoticed live and breathe:
That so famillar path worn through the woods,
At eventide becomes a danger trail,
And branches swaying in the wind become
In shadow menacing and sinister.

IAN ROSS WILD (UIV).

COMPREHENSIVE
EDUCA TION

THERE is a saying which goes" Blind belief is sure to err," and
it sums up very neatly my views on the Government's education
policy. They have tied their own hands with words, words which
they put in black and white in their Election Manifesto of 1964,
pledging themselves to comprehensive education throughout the
country. The last three words show their narrowmindedness.
Mr. Harold Wilson and his colleagues should have seen, even
through their rose-tinted spectacles of the New Britain, that this
was a damning qualification.

Comprehensive education is all very well when left to take
root and mature by itself, but. by nature, it is inflexible if it
is to be successful, so when it is forced down everyone's throat,
something has got to give. Either you end up with a very second
rate compromise, which puts you in a worse situation than
before, or else you have to accept fantastic expenditure, which
such a re-housing would incur.

Brigg is a place where such a choice is demanded by the
Government. But the responsibilities of pushing the plan
through lie on the shoulders of the Rt. Hon. Mr. Antony Crosland,
M.P., the Minister for Education and Science, who is the Member
for Grimsby. only a few miles away. I should have thought,
therefore, that he would be better informed on the situation than
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his recent demands seem to indicate: even in Grimsby, there
is strong criticism of the Labour Council's shortsighted, yet
newly implemented, comprehensive scheme. Here in Brigg, there
is a dilemma unparalleled in its history.

We have five alternatives before us. The first is full com-
prehensive education. This is obviously the best plan but, sadly,
completely impractical, showing a complete disregard of the
fantastic cost involved and of much cherished traditions, which
affects the Grammar School in particular. Then we have the
"Sixth Form College" idea. This system may sound good in
principle but it is plain to see that such a college would behead
the remaining schools of their elite, their prefects, and the cream
of their staff, and would make life intolerable for the rest of the
staff, who find, naturally, that Sixth Form work is the most
interesting part of their jobs. Then, finally, we have the famed
Leicestershire or two-tier systems, which are really one and the
same thing, and with variations make up the five alternative
schemes. These plans are really nothing to do with comprehen-
sive education at all, and are just a grammar school system,
where the parents choose whether their children will go to the
so-called Upper School, or not. Surely, this is a step backwards,
for not only is it a very half-and-half system of comprehension
but it is also a more wasteful system, and one likely to cause
more injustice than the ll-plus examination does. For if the
parents choose, then the Upper School much be capable of
taking all those who wish to attend it, and if it must be able to
do this then there will not be a fixed predictable intake, and this
wlll produce a waste of places in the Upper School which will
be very valuable and really should be filled. Moreover it will
create an injustice to those bright youngsters whose parents are
misguided enough to choose to remove their children from school
at 16, this choice taking place when the child is too young to
voice his own opinion. I feel that the person with whom the
final decision must lie is the Form Master at the Primary School
whose knowledge of the child's ability is far superior even to
the parents' knowledge of the same. So why not just leave it to
the Headmasters and staff of the schools concerned to decide?

I find that the Rt. Hon. Mr. Crosland has put us firmly
between the devil and the deep blue sea.

In my view the present system in Brigg is a fair and just
system which has proved itself over the last decade. But there
is room for improvement, I must admit. With the abolition of
the ll-plus in the near future and the introduction of a selection
system worked by the Headmasters and staff of the town's
schools. and, I suggest, of school liaison committees to make



transfer of late developers much easier, I think this system
would be as good as any of the plans suggested by the Minister of
Education. Furthermore, I believe it would far outweigh the
other schemes, on the basis of value-for-money, as little or no
expenditure would be involved. G. N. JARVIS.

.. INNER CIRCLE,"
45 Salisbury Road,

Welwyn Garden City,
Hertfordshire.

November 4th.
To the Editors.

Dear Sirs,

In the last issue of .. Briggensian," Mr. J. Butterworth,
bidding strongly for inclusion in the Fourth Unculture, described
Bob Dylan as a "cheap rhymster" (in the original draft the
word" skate" was also present). This attitude is typical of the
misconceptions about Dylan's work common amongst the pseudo-
intelligensia, who, alienated by Dylan's politics, appearance, and
method of delivery, refuse to award even the Devil his due.

Edith Sitwell and W. H. Auden both wrote poetry especially
so that it should be read with musical accompaniment; no-one
called them" cheap rhymsters." Nor was this epithet (often)
applied to such political poets at Adrian Mitchell, Stephen
Spender, or Cecil Day Lewis. Allen Ginsberg talks, dresses, and
acts in a manner which renders Dylan conventional, yet
dominates the world of poetry as no one has done since Words-
worth. Perhaps Dylan's misfortune is that he combines all three
qualities which irritate" Authority."

After years of stagnation under the malevolent eye of T. S.
Eliot, the poetry reading has once again become a business
proposition (the Poet's Co-op, for instance). The men mainly
responsible for this upsurge in pUblic interest are Lawrence
Ferl1nghetti and Allen Ginsberg, under whose direction the
so-called San Fransisco Literary Renaissance has spread across
the world. A reactionary country like Britain was obviously going
to be one of the last places affected by the Beat movement, but
this summer it arrived. Thomas used to joke about a fictional
poetry magazine which had a circulation of eighteen: seventeen
poets and an old lady who'd once met Kafka's aunt. . Similarly,
we estimate that the seven-eight thousand who went to the
Albert Hall Beat Incarnation comprised the entire poet
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population of Great Britain and France. The problem which
Britain and Michael Horovitz in particular has to face is how
does one appeal to the general public, most of whom still regard
John Betjeman as the last word in poetry anyway.

Lawrence Ferlenghetti, avante garde bookstore owner, best-
selling poet, and the world's greatest poetry reader, said of the
alms of the Beat Generation, "Homer, or the guy who recited
Beowulf, was show business. We want to make poetry show
business again." This can be done in a number of ways: Fer-
lenghetti, Christopher Logue, Ernst Jandl, Pablo Neruda and
company use a mixture of humour and personality; Allen Gins-
berg is an Old Testament prophet; Bob Dylan uses a guitar.

Dylan's method is by no means new. France has her
tradition of chansonniers which has spread across Europe in the
last ten years. Germany has her Caberet tradition dating back
to the early years of this century: a full history of this move-
ment has just been published ("Soweit die scharfe' Zunge
reicht," by L. BUdzinski). The lyrics of popular songs are
regarded in this country as hackneyed triviality, as indeed they
were elsewhere until recently. But as notable a poet as Jean
Prevert has turned to writing lyrics in France, and many com-
posers like George Brassens have joined the ranks of poets
purely through their song lyrics. Similar developments have
taken place in Poland, Russia, Czechoslovakia and Germany: who
would deny the title of poet to such singing composers as J.
Suchy, J. Slitr, Wolf Bierman (surely soon to become Germany's
greatest poet since Rllke) , or Heinz Kahlau, to name but a few?

Dylan, brought up in the tradition of the protest-folk
singers Woodie Guthrie and Ewan McColl (compare his influence
on Joan Littlewood), and having a poetic temperament and a
Beat sense of injustice, has harmonised these qualities to produce
excellent, politically motivated (though rarely" protest ")
poetry, which he intones to guitar accompaniment. Ferlenghettl
rates him above most other American poets; Voznesenky has
nothing but praise for him; George McBeth has recommended
that all poets study Dylan's delivery.

Mr. Butterworth, as one who hopes to pass" A " level English,
should be thankful that there can exist in the hit parade, along-
side the innanities of Lennon-McCartney and Jerry Lee Lewis,
such poetical beauty as "Gates of Eden." Such effective use of
rhyme as Dylan's is rare in modern poetry (its desirability is
another matter).
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The guitar accompaniment, indeed, seems the only way to
feed" live" poetry to those below university level. The great
majority of children, having been warned at the age of nine
that they should not stop at the end of a line of poetry unless
there is punctuation there, continue to read poetry as ill-arranged
prose throughout their lives. This defect has bedevilled Shake-
peare productions for years: Peter Hall's reputation may be
traced in part to his insistence on verse being spoken as verse.
Another school has decided that poets are tone deaf incom-
petents who have no idea how to place pauses or stresses in
their work: this school does not read poetry, it rapes it. To deny
the existence of metre or cadence is to render poetry incoherent,
inarticulate, jerky, and singularly unpleasant to listen to. This
is not the way to encourage the general pUblic to go out and
listen to Live New Departures or similar enterprises.

Certainly the use of Ferlenghetti's technique does not work
for all poetry; it was developed for free verse, and when used
(without modificatiQn taking metre into account) on the work
of Wilfred Owen, creaks a little. But it still leaves poetry
recognisable as poetry. Mr. Butterworth may deride this as
"Yogi Bear in a cavern," but this sound is infinitely pr~ferable
to that of T. S. Eliot in a threshing machine. The true medium
lies far nearer the cavern than the threshing machine.

If Butterworth and others refuse to admit this, we can only
rephrase Ladowska: "You read Ted Hughes in your way; we'll
read him in his," and abandon ourselves to the unhappy fact that
"Inner Circle" will continue to circulate only amongst the
converted. '

Yours faithfully,

RICHARD LEITH.
KENNETH BEER.
"IGOR."
STEWART REDGROVE.

OUR TRIP TO NORWAY
OR HOW TO EXIST IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY WITH

LITTLE MONEY, NO MAPS AND A COMPLETE

IGNORANCE OF THE LANGUAGE

NO doubt many of you have already heard of this expe::lition.
It was, for example, referred to on Speech Day. But do not get
the wrong impression: the holiday itself was a huge success as
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tar as we were concerned. The whole idea began as a joke,
Jackson suggesting Scandinavia after having digested some
articles on the social habits of the younger generation there in
some weekly rag. The organisation was long and hard, frequent
meetings being held in Pimlott's front room to pour over maps
and brochures, but eventuallY, on 21st August we found ourselves,
thanks to a travelling grant of £75 from the Governors, on
board the 8.,'3. .. Venus" bound for Norway. The passage over
was pleasant, but for some inconceivable reason taking thirty
hours, resulting in our arrival at Bergen at midnight on the 22nd.
We m:maged to secure a bed in one of the local Youth Hostels
and for three days we toured this wonderiul city, with its fish-
market, muceums and American Navy. On the 25th August we
packed our rucksacks and attempted to catch a ferry down the
Sogna Fjord to Flam-I saY" attempted ", for by the time we
reached the quay, the ferry was just disappearing over the
horizon! Shouldering our rucksacks, we wound our way through
the city to the station. when we boarded the first train that
we cam'.! across (yoU don't pay before entering a train-the
guard c~:lkcts the money as you travel). Hence we knew not
where we were going, and upon asking some American girls, they
informec! us: .. Oslo ". But we didn't want to go to Oslo-we
hadn't eHlQugh money! Instead we decided to get off at Myrdal,
c3.tching the Flam railway to the top of the Sogna Fjord. This
is a beautiful track, winding in figure-of-eights down a steep
mountaiJ',side. From Flam we hiked to Aurland, walking along
the Fjorc -side, flanked by huge mountains towering majestically
to the skY. It is not until a time like that that the problems
of the 'iTOrld a'ppear in perspective-we felt so small and
insignific nt.

After camping near to a fast-flowing river just outside
Aurland, we planned a route to the nearest glacier. But our
plans wel e short-lived, it rained so heavily the following day
that we were forced to take refuge in the local Youth Hostel.
But we were not going to be beaten-yet; and the following day
we set out once more-climbing one of the huge mountains
which overlooked the fjord. The views were indescribable, and
to attempt a description would seem foolish. That night we
camped at the fummit, with no water and little heat. It was
so cald that even Couch stopped complaining in his attempts
to keep warm. This was the last straw-our glacier, which
according to our contourless map was only 2 kilometres away,
was not in sight, and we broke camp at dawn and returned to
the warmth of our Youth Hosel in the valley.
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We stayed on in Aurland for two more days, leaving for Voss
on the 30th August. Voss is a pleasant town in the heart of
the fjord-country and, although the Youth Hostel was slightly
obnoxious (the warden wok= us up each morning with a song
and a faulty weather report), we stayed for three nights. We
had. needless to say, abandoned camping, and we even bought
hot meals (we usu1ally cooked our own) here. We climbed a
local mountain to above the snow-line (about 4,000 ft.), and
visited the Folk Museum in the town. But we had had enough
of civilisation when, on 2nd September we took a train to
Gronvin, and a bus to Oystese, a beautiful littl= town situated
on the side of the Handanger Fjord. By this time money was
<:carce, and food was non-existent;-we existed on one meai a
day, plus apples from a nearbY orchard. Again we explored the

local countryside, not so rugged as at Aurland, but containing
the same type Of magnificent scenery. We were now on the road
back to Bergen, and, on the 5th September we continued on our
way-taking a bus to Kvamskogen. It was here that we
experienced the most awe-inspiring walk of our trip-when we
followed an old road along the side of a sheer canyon-over
100 feet deep. Again I shall not attempt a description-for it
truly has to be seen to be believed-but it left us breathless and
silent. We spent the most comfortable night of the holiday at
the You~h Hostel there, setting off tIle next day on the last leg
of our journey back to Bergen, and eventually, after a record-
breaking return passage of 21 hours, home on the 9th September.

But wh:1t did you get out of it? is a question frequently
posed by people in high places. We did little geography-as the
Chairman of the Governors made so clear-but we did gain
valuabl= experience. We managed to eat, travel and sleep
comfortably for eighteen days on £ 17 each-which is remarkable
considering the prices of food over there, and the distance we
covered (about 800 miles) by pUblic transport. We met people
of almost every nationality in the world, learning much about
their countries merely by talking with them. But perhaps most
important of all, we made mistakes-:-mistakes which, I hope,
wlll help any future students who might consider visiting this
magnificent country. First of all we trusted implicitly upon
Norwegian maps for distance and height-forgetting, or ignorant
of the fact that the Nazis destroyed all contour maps during
the war. Then we took too much gear-our rucksacks were like
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lead weights. For a start, we need not have taken our tent-
as again Colonel Nelthorpe pointed out-which took up much
valuable room and contributed much to the weight. If we
were to go again we decided that all we would take would be
money, a Youth Hostel card, a sheet sleeping-bag and clothes-
nothing more is really necessary. Despite our difficulties and
our mistakes we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves, but without the
help of the Governors and the Headmaster, plus the scouting
equipment kindly loaned by Mr. Jarvis. we would have not been
able to do it-we thank theniu all.

J. PIMLOTT,

A. JACKSON,

J. COUCH.

A Spy ROUND ROLLS-ROYCE
THE words" Rolls-Royce" may conjour up pictures of sleeK
limousines with gold-plated fittings and purring engines in your
minds, but to me they mean a great deal more.

Last Summer, I was lucky enough, mainly through the good
name of this school, to be accepted for a course at Rolls-Royce
Ltd., Derby, designed to give the Sixth Former an insight into
an industry where his future career might lie. It turned out
to be a real eye-opener of a week. For a start, not one bolt
or rivet for the lush limousines comes anywhere near Derby,
and, moreover, Rolls-Royce themselves only really consider
them as a "side line"! Their real interest lies in engines, of
all shapes, sizes and sorts, from the rocket engines of the future
to a portable auxiliary generator. The main bulk of their work,
however, is with aero engines. This department supports over
40,000 people in Derby alone, and naturally it took most of my
time.

The programme was one geared to the comprehension of
the mass of detailed and highly sophisticated techniques of
engine manufacture and an understanding of the overall picture
of the different stages of production. On our first working day
the morning was taken up by an introductory course on the
workings of a jet engine, and a lecture on the first stages of
the production line. In the afternoon we visited the foundries
and machine shops to see the theory in practice. This timetable
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was adhered to through the next two days, in which time we
progressed through the manufacture of parts to the assembly
of the finished article.

Then, on the Thursday, we visited the Flight Test Develop-
ment Establishment at Hucknall where trial engines are flown
in various aircraft to give actual performance figures. Also we
went to the production test beds, together with a new research
building which houses the Altitude Test Facility. This cuts out
much of the more dangerous test work, such as stalling tests,
which would otherwise be carried out in an aircraft. Last we
visited the overhaul department, in which Rolls-Royce are
justified in having immense pride.

Although we were kept fairly busy, we did have time to be
given lectures on exciting new developments in the fields of
rocket research, and nuclear power plants, in which Rolls-Royce
have a large share in this country. It is interesting to note
that they are behind such projects as Blue Streak and are
supplying reactors for the Dreadnought nuclear submarines, and
have many other Service projects under their wing.

I went on this course hoping for an interesting holiday, but
came away with the firm conviction that I should apply for
one of their Studentshiips, which I have done.

So all you budding mechanical engineers and physicists in
the Lower Sixth, why don't you try for a place next year? It
is well worth the trouble. G. N. JARVIS.

EDUCA TION
EDUCATION takes up some thirteen or sixteen years of our lives
so it would appear that society places great importance on it,
yet at the end of the process we are not fully educated.

The system produces pupils with varying degrees of efficiency
in a limited number of subjects. A school Ie aver may have
learned, for example, to dissect a rabbit or write a stereotyped
essay on Shakespeare's intentions or on a lower (?) plane have
learned how to spell out the history of Gladstone's ministries
or a series of chemical equivalents. Education has in fact
developed into a process of training to pass examinations.
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What is missing is quite clear. Education needs to produce
not a stereotyped, pale reflection of the accepted pattern already
submissive to the world as most people see it but an individual
with imagination and knowledge and the ability to use them
both in a constructive and original way. A more varied
curriculum with the emphasis on the individual is needed, a
curriculum in which the individual can express and fulfil
himself. There should be more effort to teach psychology.
sociology and religion (religion as a whole, not merely the views
of one church) and the pupil should be given freer rein in
creative subjects like Art. In these subjects individuality is
most frequently the secret of success, but the pupil is often
forced to master his teacher's ideas. This is wrong for it
produces narrow-mindedness, one of the great diseases of our
society. D. JARDINE.

SCHOOL NO TES -

UNOFFICIAL
ONE cannot fail to notice the group of long-haired members
of the school who are ceaselessly persecuted by the authorities.
But may I venture to suggest that this little clique is in fact
a religious order-a revival of eighteenth century Methodism
which originated and flourished in Lincolnshire. After aU,
ancestor John Wesley's flowing locks reached down to his
shoulders; was he ever told to get his hair cut?

This column is always eager to point out that the boys of
Brigg Grammar School keep abreast of modern trends in
fashion. Indeed frequently we are the trend-setters; many little
shrimps in the first and second years display a generous expanse
of flesh above the knee.

Is there a Communist in the Staff Room? Has the cold
weather uncovered a Russian spy? Reports have been flooding
In concerning one recent addition to the staff who has been
seen walking furtively into school with only a blue nOse appear-
ing from behind a raised coat collar, and on his head is perched
-a Cos3ack hat! True blue members of staff beware! You
may be tapp~d for vital mathematical formulae.

"LYNCEUS ".
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THE LAST JUDGEMENT
" It's going to be a big evil tragedy "- Lawrence Ferlinghetti.

I am the voice of a million starlit prostitutes!

January is an even crueller month,
starting the new year with the sterile
frost of Death, daunting us with the thought of Hell
to come before improvement. Too easily
we turn our minds to the December of the just-gone
year. We know we cannot avoid the inevitable:
only an exploding universe can forestall
another Christmas, interrupt the sequence.
And so we smile our party songs and dance; soon
the summer sun will brighten up our days.
Dum spero spiro. Just now we watch the frozen rain.
YEARS! YEARS! YEARS! WE ONLY TALK OF YEARS! !

I stood on the banks of the river and wishd ;
three silver pennies (bronze and tinfoil) crashd
thru the weary weedy grass glass and out of mind:
perhaps some day the sun will shine.

Four a m & the sky isnt
He pulled himself to the window
& lookd for the ghost of bearded Marx
Behind the trees a single lamp was fighting
The radiators hot

bed hot
forehead hot
music hot
friendship cool

The power of friendship has diminishd & is diminishing
What ought to be done?
He drew the curtains once again & groped for sleep.

Death opend its conversation with me early last night
I felt its tungston manacles envelop my spine
a new generation of clouds on the horizons of the world
purple streamers littering hungry streets
banging of theater seats & wine
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Oxford Union Debates

San Francisco Literary Renaissance

Beyond the Outsider

Aluminium idols in roadways! chatterteeth fumblings in clas-
srooms! implacable blind hatred of seagulls! blue bag
morning moanings of amputated children! a million unutte-
rable thoughts of Henri Michaux!

What thoughts of you I have tonight Walt Whitman as I
sprawl on the ceiling of my cardboard jukebox and die of
poison

the Angel of Death has plowd my brain scatterd my senses to
the four galloping winds broken up my emotions into com-
ponent dust

I am the body & soul of pure thought transcending reality

I see what no Man sees

I hear what no Man hears

I feel what no Man feels

I die as no Man dies

I am caught in the worldpool of humanity predestind drawn to
the icy apex

I want out

I am the one gigantic ferris wheel that stops at the top

at the top where one can dimly catch intonations in the fourth
person singular

I have the evil eye in the center of my carmine forehead

the rot of friendship-spasms gutters vicegrips my eternal
internals

a thousand yards of festering intestines

We think of mid-October; the 7 trees

are growing bare, the golden rivers burn

the hillside - the spectacle strikes ones eyes

with unremitting force thru ages.

"
Well

F & me, we thought, you know, we
thought you might want to come to a, errr,

Christmas party. Bags of Christmas spirit,

you know, ha! ha! ha! Sorry!

How about it then? Ive got the new
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Stones L.P., and therell be bags of

birds - not bags either! huhaa!
Sorry! I knew youd come! Get

your mind off poetry and politics -
do you good. You know my

hangout? ' The Gorgons Head'- second floor-

Room one-oh-one."

The message echoes

in my empty skull- " room one-oh-one "-
creating eddies in the backwater of my mind.

Must I live on honeyd thoughts melodious cries of songbirds?

must I join the everlasting prayermeeting round the maypole?
(the workers are marching in the streets, Marie!)

should I sing lewd hymns to the Fountainhead of All Wisdom?

These are important questions

I too am trying to connect

o my bright ineradicable ghost! spare a thought for my outr-
aged body, my extinguishd lifesoul!

wreaths of mistletoe and hawthorn

well ?
Woman,

am lone or am I two? but one is one and two is two unless I
say the word

altho I do not hope to turn

altho I do not hope

one is always nearer by not keeping still

But I have lookd 0 Empty God 0 have I lookd!

I have searchd in the living heart of poetry

I have plumbd the depths of stenching sewers

I have extirpated the truism & the platitude

I am left with a headful of bucketworse crazy aphorisms of

idiots and the forbidding rattle of cliches

is there nothing left to think?

is there Nothing left to think?

is there nothing left to think?
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- Across the vast galactic graveyard plows the lonely ship
& they have shut up the docile dove in a institution
where is happiness & the bluewalld solemnity of infinite

helplessness?
heavensent helldestind mediatrix between the streaming concrete

& the soul of Existentialist Man
o Bearded One governor of the Will
crucified beneath Calvarys hill
see the fish you wishd to kill
stuggling in the herons bill
& rejoice

Hebe you have neglected your charge!

you the hope of the world in what mechanical garden are
you playing?

your vestments are strewn across the formal lawn of Time
I see you from the peak of Everest naked unassuming idli-

ng in the eternal sun
see the crippld Adonis clutching wounded groin subside

between the tinted blades to grow again a symbol of the
Resurrection?

see the green walls enclosing green walls enclosing green
walls enclosing green walls like Peer Gynt So the onion

cry 0 daughter of Chaos to see your graceful domain prosti-
tuted adulterated filth

Catholic fishmongers scything brain
the slab of death allows no pain
golden cascades down the drain
all are gone bar the insane

o Hebe you desert the deserving!

Condemned to wander in the Antarctic of the brain
I may only claim a meagre welfare £££

" Others do not grumble at the cold
others do not grumble at the broken images they cannot see
others do not grumble at the cold
an aged man is but a paltry thing
take off your creosote & blackpitch mask
take off your name & number
take off your separate identity
you are an animal live!
the monsoon may soak your brain when it comes
until then remain infertile live!"
A penny for the Old Guy.
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I have lost my Essence
which is more important?

Strawberries have a wrinkled taste
& hairy too
stolen in midnight moonlight murklight misslight nomanlight
400 miles and 18 hours so a small boy can steal in his night-

shirt
the window suddenly illuminates behind him & he is left

with nothing but explanations.

VISION

I saw the sons of Mars incinerated by a single thousand suns
but my eyes
peering thru the tinted veil of the subconscious
were not affected

I saw a million human beings cease their existence at the
snap of someones fingers

From my island of sanity I saw the sea around my bed
flow red
with the blood of a nation

I saw a moving wall of solid heat roll across the valley
frying every animate object in less than a second

evaporating the dull sluggish fuscous river
peeling of the last coating of shallow color from

the desolate Sands
and disappearing quietly into pastures new

leaving behind an empty stretch of glowing bedrock
I heard the drone of a billion gleaming silken wings

saw the hordes of Acherontia atropos flock to the source of light
felt the earth shake as the new fire consumed the old

" knowledge is virtue! !
"

"E-mc2 !!"

(the picrure fades & is replaced a fresh location)

I saw the multitudinous locusts come and go chewing furiou-
sly in a frenzy of bloody exultation chanting the
narcotic incantation Might is Right
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I saw the wake of the armada mournd by the ghosts of unborn
children screaming from non-existent wombs &
vowing vengeance over the nadir of the new Gehenna

I saw an adolescent couple married by the mincing tread of an
outsize beetle

I smiled & the refulgent heavens vomited blood & guts
chuckld & a little cluster of shatterd creatures crumpld

in a gutter just outside their burning convent swung
into closeup

laughd & the unseen eye picked out a girl in childbirth
eaten alive by fearcrazed starving lapdogs I saw a
playful mongrel swallow whole the stillborn child then
lick its crimson lips in satisfaction

" Let the dead bury their dead! "

(unable to close my eyes I am forced to stare unblinking at another episode)

I saw. . . . . . . . . . nothing

No corruscating fulminations agitating a blueblack sky

No glinting astral particles pensile below a pool of ink rot-
ating slowly silently incessantly about the Polar lamp

Nothing

Nothing

(an obliging nyctalopia intercedes)

I saw a silent landscape formd of black and white like a neg-
ative no color still unmoving unholy quiet petrifyd

The trees were turnd to rocks huge marble statues like
bedraggld feathers starchd by a plague

The matted grass was paralyzed not even a quiver of wind to
shake it loose

I saw a cottage blackend windows smokeless chimney cryless
yard & empty rooms

The curtains had once been pink

I saw no life

The country was barren lifeless no darting birds no cattle
no mice not even a solitary ant

The amoeba too were gone
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I think a sound would echo eternally in the hollow land rev-
erberate strike invisible walls of death & ricochet
back again a neverending ball of pure sound in the
vacuum

A land turnd into a graveyard
a graveyard of bodyless tombs

silhouetted against a sky that no longer existed
The spring will not return

" The worst friend and enemy is but Death! "

(a jet of blue fire hurls itself at my eyes & I am flung re-

istless against the diamond barriers)

My neurotic retina gives no peace
nausea strikes at the base of my spine
I must debate with my restless quaking cavity:
black reeking pits of Jupiter! myriad jewelld monks of viol-

et light of Lunar seas! impartial treacherous dovelings
of Mars! breasted impotence of Venus!

Clear the planetriddn universe!
expel the deep religious stars from sight
drench the wild illuminations with an even colder fire
put golden frost in their place
coat the hysterical embalming seas with white asbestos
drape the trees with winding sheets
float incense whited incense on the twisting breeze
emblazon scarlet crosses on the buildings of Britain
turn Empire State into tombstone
Hear my prayer 0 Great Omnisci£nt Spirit!
I ask in the name of mystic visions & complete sensate malfu-

nctioning
I am at an end.

It is now or Nirvana. . . . . . . . . . .

I want action!
I want the rotting carcases of deadbeat animals!
I want the roar of fractured machinery in my ears!
I want to see internal combustion crucifyd!
I want the puerilities of critics punishd!
I want the fakes frauds & money of the world sacrificed to

the golden calf
nstantaneous self-immolation to Moloch!
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invade my shuddering flesh disintegrate my unseen mind!
crush my mountainous ego! execute my rebellious thoughtw-
aves! destroy my very self

i am at an end

breathlike bloom of chastity
electric horror of love divine & carnal
have fair; fallen 0 fair fair have fallen!
seven swords of melancholy with no blunt edge
o grief i am at an end

i write an elegy on myself
corrupt nothingness! volcanic vacuum! inherent quality of

drunken infinity!
too blue are the stars above my magic senate
i am at an end

i am the drawn out sigh of disillusionment
i am the adolescent cry of toofelt misery
i have outgrown the starchd cocoon they pinnd me in

"
they have blown down the doors of eternity with dynamite
let the howl of protest lacerate the fogs of urbanity
they have erected a gigantic underground shelter to incarce-

erate understanding
we must pierce the million miles of mountain walls with our

cries!
"

TOO LATE too late too late
i am the long-drawn-out sigh of utter disillusionment
i have no death to call my own
even at the very end i am still one of the herd
christ has left me asleep on the doorstep
i am at an end

no bang no whimper just a slow deliberate fade out

i am at an end

utter insane tranquility on the face of my negated soul

"
a shantih in old shantih town"

black t emplesssss 0 f ne g eee tr a x ry
uless.

KENNETH BEER
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J. CLARK
Newsagent, stationer, Bookseller.

SCHOOL REQUISITES ALWAYS IN STOCK

Ql1ink and Stephens Drawing Inks in all shades

Books not in stock obtained in shortest possible notice

lIa, Grammar School Road, Brlgg.

Recognised as the School Tuckshop

CALDICOTTS LTD., Printers

Brigg, Scuntho~pe and Gainsborough
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